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GHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The, study of. de.fee ts· occupies a prominent position :tn our, efforts 
to understand the solid state, Frc;,ni defect studies has c.omean increased 
understanding of the perfect latti<te as., well as many of the teehnqlogi-
cal advances of re.oent years i Ine3ule.ting crystals, and in particular 
polar insulat1;>rs, are.often chosen for defect studies. Because they are 
optically transparent over a.wide ,range of wavelengths, th,ey can be in-
vestigated by m~anei of their optical absorption and emission ,in addition 
to, the mechanical, electrical and thermal.techniques employable with 
optically opaque solids, 
Broadly speaking, defects in solids can be.characterized as being 
either of.point or extended na.ture(l). Dislocations, grain boundaries, 
and macroscopic .inclusions fall·in~o,the latter category, while point 
defects-,,-the,ones·of interest; in this work..;.-include single or small 
gt'oups of.latt:f:ce vacancies, inte,rstitials, or impurities, The study 
of impurity centers cemprises a l~rge and important field of investiga-
tion; however, this present ·work is rest:dcted ·to the study. of certain 
non~im,purity·point defect;s. Such defects·are termed colot' ·centers, the 
n~e given.them.by early workers, because their presence often.causes 
the normally transparent host.crystal to become deeply colored. Indeed,. 
it is just this colo.ratipn which makes study of these defects in tratis..:. 
parent; crystals experimentally attractive. 
1 
Color centers may be created in a crystal by mechanical deforma-
tion<2>. In this production process, many extended defects are also 
formed, making study of isolated color centers difficult or impossible; 
therefore, this method of introduction is seldom used, A secmud tech-
nique, more often used than the former, consists of heating the host 
2 
crystal in the presence of the vapor of one of its constituent elements 
--usually the cation or positive ion<3,4>, This technique, called addi-
tive coloration, is restricted to introduction of only the simplest 
centers, but is often valuable for just this reason, One nead not con-
tend with interference from more complex centers while making measure-
ments, In the third and most common coloration method, the crystal is 
irradiated with energetic particles or photons, Although many types of 
point defects are formed by such treatment, most of them can be studied 
without undue interference from the others, Moreover, there are many 
lattice defects which can be controllably introduced only by irradiation. 
The centers studied in this work were introduced into the lattice by 
bombardment with 2.0 MeV electrons from a Van de Graaf£ accelerator at 
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
When an energetic photon or particle strikes a polar crystal, it 
can cause lattice damage in two distinct ways, First, it can displace 
lattice atoms by an elastic or billiard-ball collision, The efficiency 
of this so-called knock-on process, of course, is dependent upon the 
energy of the bombarding particle, but is also highly anisotropic be-
cause of the existence of channeling and focusing directions in the 
crystal lattice(S-S). In these directions, damage may be easily created, 
while in others, the lattice may be highly resistant to damage. 
Knock-on damage is produced in all materials. The second type of 
3 
damage, termed radiolysis, is corifined exclusively to.insulators. It is 
photochemical in nature, and can result if ,the in.cide.nt particle, or a 
secondary res\,\lting from a knock.-on collision is cha;ged, or if high ... 
energy photons are.employed. The exact·mechanism of this process is not' 
yet fully understood, but -of the various suggestions in the .litera~ 
.•.. (9 10) 
t\,lre ' , 
Pooley(l3). 
. (11 12) that 'With the widest acceptance is due to Hersch· ·' and 
In the tr mechanism for photocq.em'd.ca.l damage~ an electton is 
removed from a lattice ion in an ioni.zation event, leaving a hole be-
hind,. The latt~ce ions quickly adjust their positions to reflect the 
new loc~1 ·potential. This leads to a ,configuration in .which the. ho.le is 
self-trappe~ on.two adjacent anions which have moved together slightly. 
'Ihe energy relative to the lattice of this center can,be·considerable--
about the width of·the bandgap(l4). ·when the self-trapped hole and an 
electron recombine, that part of the energy due to. polarization of the 
lattice is suddenly released, allowing one of the two anions involved to 
recoil with enough momentum to remove it from its lattice site to an 
interstit~al position •. The resulting damage centers are an interstitial 
and an anion vacancy containing an electron. These are stable if the 
interstitial is trapped by an. inte:r;stitial cluster, imp,urity or some ex-
tended q.efect, or _if the '(:emperature.is too low for the interstitial to 
diffuse back to its vacancy. One mechan.ism.which greatly enhances the 
pr.obability that the interstitial will end up far from its vacancy and· 
thµs be.trapped before it can recombine with its vacancy is the replace~ 
me.nt collision sequence or focusing collision already mentioned in. con-, 
nection with the knock-on process. If focusing directions exist in which 
the recoiling anion is li~ely to move, the interstitial may indeed be 
pr.oduced many lattice spaces from its .vacancy. In the past, some have 
4 
de.emed such repll;lcement sequences to be essential to th,e Poole.y,-Hersch. 
(11-14) damage mechan:(.sm • Magnesium .Fluoride and ZnF 2 are of·. the rutile 
s.tructure (tetragonal) for which no obvious focusing directions exist. 
Yet, MgF2 damages photochemically(lS-l7), One,of the goals.of.this work 
was investigation of the d .• amage mechanism ,of ZnF in order to further· 2 
assess the importance of focusing collisions in the·photoch~mical color-
ation process. 
In principle, the simplest damage centers could consist of vacanciee 
on the anion aI.1d cat.ion sublattices, anion or cati.on interstitial atoms 
or .ions, and elect;rons or holes self"".'trapped or tr.apped ·at .impurities or . 
extended.defects(l). Nearly all of these have bee.n found• but by far 
the.most.common anc;l most extensively.studied defects in.pola:i; crysta.11:1 
are the F-type centers which consist of single ani,,on vacancies which 
have.· trapped one or more. electrons O Aggregates of F centers are not. un-
common and ,are designated F 2, F 3 , ••• centers, dei;>,ending upon the number 
of aggregated v,acancies involved(lS). Reference lG) lists the most com-;-
mon.defect·types and suggests·a uniform system of notation. This system 
has.been.used.throughout th;Ls woi;-k. The principal damage centers created 
in ZnF2 under the treatments given it here were the F and F2 which are a 
single anion vacancy containing a single electron, and twG> adjacent F 
cente!s, respectively. In addition, a ·center tentatively identified as 
the [F2-J has·been observed during low t~mperature irradiations. This 
[F/J center, which is a hole self trapped on.two adjacent anions, should 
not be confused with the di-For F2 center. Figure 1 depicts the.ZnF2 
lattice. There are.two orientationally non-equivalent F centers in the 
rutile-structure lattice, each with c2 site symmetry. These two types v 
of F centers, labeled A and Bin the figure, should be energetically 
c 
l --
0•4.703 A 
C•3.134 A 
- a ----·----
J_ 
Zn F2 
- --··--·a -·- · 
Figure 1. The ZnF2 Lat t ice, Showing the Sites of the Two F and the Four Possible F2 Centers 
Vl 
equivalent. Tl:lere are four possible F 2 centers, also indicat·ed in the 
figure and labeled according to their site symmetries. 
6 
To investigate·these centers; the techniques of polarized: optic~l' 
absorption .and emission were employed. Optic.al absorption of an F or·. 
F2 center .arises·frqm excitation .of one of its tra,i>ped: electrons. If 
the center posesses a unique orientation .in·the. lattice, such as the c2h 
F2 center of Figure 1, the optical transition moments reflect this 
symmetry. A coi::relation ·of. the anisotropy expected for a given center· 
wit!h that,actu~lly fc,und for .the various optical, absorption bands fur-
nishes strong evi<;lence.of the identification of the.color center respon-
sible·for those.bandi;;. The F band·in.this material has been tentatively 
iclentifiec;l on th~ basis of .. its a'l>sorption energy, and the · fact that· the 
F band·in.most materials is the most.prominent band in the.absorption 
spectrum after prolo~ged irradiation. 
In summary, then; the broad aims of this work were threefold: to 
tentatively identify the principal damage centers produced in nominally 
pure ZnF2 by 2 MeV electrons, to suggest the damage mechanisms operative 
in this material by investigation of the type.and: rate of cQlor center 
formation as a· function of temperature, and to investigat·e in some de-
tail the changes of the peal,< position ,and half width of·the c2h.F2 
center with telll,perat-µre so that some idea of the interaction of lattice 
modes with defects could be obtained. 
CHAPTER II· 
GRYSTAL GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION 
Apparatus· 
The ZnF2 crystal~ required for this work were grown by a:modifica'"'.' 
tion of a method originally introd.uced · by Bric;lgma.n.(l9) and Stock-:-
barger <20 ,21). In this method, a melt contained in a suitable crucible 
is slowly lowered from.a region :i,n which the temperature.is above the 
melting point int;:o·one in which the temperature is below the melting 
. point. Such a system is shown schematically in Figure 2. It is app.ar-
ent that:rais:l.ng. the furnace around the crucible would be essentially 
equivalent'to lowering the crucible through the furnace. Because the 
CJ;"Ucible is often·contained in an innnobile vacuw:n system, raising the 
In a.Bri~gman.apparatus, the most important single parameter is the 
shape and magnit~de of the temperature gradient through which the cruci-
ble is moved. Ideally, this gradient should be infiniteo In practice, 
0 
va:1.ues from 20 to 50 C/ cm are usually found. . If the gradient is too 
small, several deletElrious·effects result. First, bulk nucleation,may 
occur.ahead of the growth,interface, Because their solubilities 4re 
less in the solidous than.in th~ liquidous phase, impurities are concen-:-
trated in the region just ahead of the growth area. Such a situation, 
known as ce>nstitutional supercooling, leads typically to some form of 
cellular growth in. which the impurities are concentrated in.thin; mem, 
7· 
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Figure 2. Schematic Bridgman Apparatus With Idealized Temperature Profile 
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brane-like .stru~tures which separate axial columns of normal crystal 
(22-24) In such a case, polycrystallin~ or badly deformed.crystalline 
material results. A second unwanted effect which results from .too small_. 
a gradient is dendritic .. growth <22- 24> • Release of the •heat of· solidifi-
cation can caqse a.region to exist in the liquid in which the tempera ... 
ture is lower tha~ that at the interface, Under the,e conditions, tree-
like extensions·maybe nuclelii,ted;ahea4 of the interface~ This,so..:.called 
c;lendritic grc;,wth ,, results almost invariably in a ··polycrystal, Both of; 
these effects.may be mollified to some extent by movi~g the gradien~ 
through.the crucible at a'slow rate. B~oause of.this, gr~wth,pe~i~ds of 
many days or even weeks are not•uncommon with the Bric;lgman.method. 
Nevertheless, it remains one of the most'important growtli techniques 
because of the h.rge spectrum of materials which ca-q. be grown. using 
it~materials wh;oh often.are difficult or ·1mposs:J,ble to grow by any 
other met;hoc;l, 
The·apparatus used in this work, shown in F:i,S;ure 3, was designed to 
provide a~ adequate temperature gradient while. allowing convenient handl-:-
ing of the :re~etive. toxic .fluorides being grown •. The crucible contain ... 
ing the melt, is held. iq. a ·graphite heat.sink at .the bottom of a.ceramic 
vacuum tube. A small furnace is raised around this tube to move the 
tempera,.ture gradient through. the crucible. Platinum. windings are· Ul:\led 
to provide.long.furnace life at the.high.temperatures required for growth 
of the ·higher~melting fluoride~.· A fixed outer shell'containing only 
insulating materials· surraunds. this ,_heated; movable core· to reduce heat· 
losses. In this apparatus, the.tell'l.perature gradient at the.growing 
inter~ace is increased over that which would exist naturally by two 
me.ans, First, two.annular radiat;ion .baffles are placed at•th~ lower 
ARGON 
INLET- - VACUUM SYSTEM 
WATER-COOLED TAAP 
QUICK DISCONNECT 
CERAMIC VACUUM l'UBE 
INSULATING· SHELL 
CRUCIBLE 
RADIATION BAFFLES 
HEAT SINK 
FURNACE CORE 
MOVABLE PLATFORM 
LEADS CREW 
•----TRIANGULAR SUPPORT 
STAND 
Figure 3. The OSU Bridgman Apparatus 
10 
11 
edge of the Pt ·furnace.windings. Second, a·ceramic tube is brought'into 
contact with the.vacuum tube to help conduct away the heat'of,soli'difi-
cation as it is relea~~4 •. These two devices also help produce the 
proper shape for the growth interface by cau,sing a meltin:g isotherm con.-
vex into the liquid, If the heat of solidification were merely allowed 
to. radiate· from the crucible in the vicinit;y of the interface, a 'melting 
isotherm concave.toward·th~ liquid would result. At best, an interf~ce 
of this shape tends to produce badly strained crystals, because at,ly dis-
locations or other imperfections created at the rough crucible-wall are 
incorporated into the crystal. as it grows~ At worst, the boule may be-
' 
come polycrystalline from propagation of microcry~tals nucleated at the 
wall. A melting isotherm convex into the liquid.tends to e~clude these 
imperfections as the int~rface moves through the length of tb.e. crucible. 
The doubl.e expedient of removing the heat of ·solidification .downward . 
away from the inter~ace, an~ of ·making the crucible from a material 
having a higher thermal'conductivity than·the crysta:l produces the de-
sired convex growth interface. 
Figure 4. presents temperature profiles along the cl;'ucible for this· 
apparatus for two positio~s of the furnace relative to the crucible. 
The setpoin,t ·Of, the ft,irnac;.e windings wa,s arbitral;'ily ,chosen: as .1025°C 
for the.measurements shown. Determination of the profiles was accom~ 
plished·by sliding a movable tqermocouple along. the·wall of an empty. 
crucible while the . furnace was · operating under otherwise normal co.ndi.,. 
tions~ The approximate position of the crucible·is shown in the figure. 
This setpoint is apparently appropriate for a.material having a melting 
0 point of 800-850 c. It can.be seen that the temperature gradient at the 
growth inter~ace is near 3(:J°C/ cm. For setpoints near 800°c, this value 
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Figure 4. Measut'ed Temperature Profiles in Bridgman Apparatus 
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falls to nearer 20°C/cm, and is appropriately h;tgher for higher set,-
points. 
Figure 5 shows details of the platinum-wound furnace, It is wound. 
on·a Norton high-purity alum:l,na cc;,re from approxi1l1,ately.12 m of 0~810 mm 
(0.0319'') q.iameter Pt wire. Regic;,n A on the figure is wound at 2,36 
turns.per cm (6 turns per inch), regiori Bat half and region Cat one-
third this value. This wine.ting pattern results in .. a neal:"ly uniform· tern ... 
perature profile for the windings themselves. The remainder of.the 
figure is self explanatory. 
The vacuum system for the apparatus consists of a T~M Vacuum Prod ... 
ucts 200 1/s diffusion pump backed by a Welch 3 1/s forepump. This 
; ... 6 
system is·capable of reducing the pressure in.the tl,lbe to 10 Torr in 
less than five minutes from a cold start, A .bourdon gauge calibrated 
from -1 ·to +2 atmospheree (gauge) serves to monitor th.e Ar pressure in 
the system •. The ceramic va~uum tubes are of Coors Mullite and are.nom,-
inally 3.8 cm in outside diameter, 3.2 cm in.inside diameter, and 76 cm 
long. One end is rounded and: closed. These tubes·are selected by the 
supplier to be within,±0.66 mm of the nominal outside diameter over the 
top 5 cm., The raising mechanism has a maximwn travel of 23 cm and can. 
move the inner furnace at speeds of nominally 1.5, 0.76, 0.30, 0.15, 
0.08, or 0.03 cm/hr. A limit switch can beset to stop the.travel at 
any desired point. It also can initiate an automatic temperature reduc-
tion program on the commercial temperature controller. This controller, 
purchased from Bruce Industrial Controls, Inc. , comprises a .. standard . 
three.,-action closed--loop system with a silicon controlled rectifier. 
power stage. 
76 cm 
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Growth Procedure 
Approximately 35 g of high purity, anhydrous·ZnF2 powder.is placed 
in a high.-pur:l,ty graphite crucible in a controlled atmosphere glove box 
containing purified Ar gas, The·crucible is:fabricated from Ultra Car-
bon Corporation grade UT ... 9graphite, and is shown in Figure 6. If there 
3 is reason to believe that the ZnF2 may contain.sorbed water, a 1 mm 
p:i.ece of anhydrou$ ammonium bifluoride is put in the crucible first. 
This compound decomposes near 200°c, releasing .HF gas which acts as a 
desiccant for the ZnF 2 powder. A screw cap con,taining a s.mall axial 
hole is placed on the. cruc:i,ble, and the assembly, .in its. heat. sink, is 
inserted into the ceramic tul:>e. If a vent'hole is not provided in the. 
cap, the molten ZnF2 is forced through the porous graphite crucible by 
its own vapor pressure, This tube is inserted into the.furnace, con-. 
nected to the vacuum system by means of.a qui~k disconnect, axially 
aligned, and·pumped to a$ low a pressure as possi~le, The high vapor 
pressure of the ZnF2 prevents the pressure from falling beldw about 1 
mtorr. (One millitorr is equal to a.pressure of 1 micron of Hg,)· 
The Pt .. furnace; at -its lowest position, is brought to its operating 
temperature over a period .of seveta:!. h,ou1;s ~ Be.fore the. crucible has 
0 
reached about 500 C; the,vacuum tube is alternately filled with Ar and· 
evacuated several times to displace unwanted gases. After the final. 
evacuation, it is J,.eft filled with Ar at a gauge pressure of 500 torr. 
When the furnace h,s stabilize~.at'its operating point, the raising 
motor is started. At the 3 mm/hr raising speed used.for ZnF2, 3 ... 4 days 
are·required to complete,this phase of the growth,process. When the 
fu:i;nace has reached its upper limit of travel, the. limit switch stops 
t:he-mator·and.starts an.automatic program which lowers the ·temperature. 
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of the fu~n~ce to ambient over.a 24-36 hour period. If the furnace is 
merely shut off, the.crystal, cel;'.amic tube or crucible sometimes·crack 
from thermal shock. After the system has completely cooled, the tube.is· 
evacuated to vent free F2 gas from the system, back filled with Ar, and 
removed. The crucible is then taken from the tube. Although ZnF2 does 
not wet graphite, the boule often will not,slide out of the crucible 
because. of· irregularities in· the wal'.!,., If this •. occurs, the crucible is . 
carefully sawed open,to remove the crystal. Each crystal is assigned a 
serial·number-consisting of the date growth was·begun: for instance, 
crystal (:)81971 was started on August .19, 1971 •. 
A typical boule has a mass of 20-25 g and is single over.the bottom 
3-'-4·cm: the upper 2-3 cm are invariably polycrystalline. There are 
several possible, explanations for this behavior. It may be that th.e 
heat ·of. solidification ca:q.not, be removed rapid~y enough by· conductic;m 
down the crystal after it reache.s · a certain length. The, maximum rate at 
which the crystal inte,rface cou;Ld grow would decrease with time in such 
a case, and·would eventually fall below the rate at which .the gradient 
were being moved. A second possibility is that the thermal convection 
pattern in the•melt 'causes large enough temperature·fluxuations at cer-
tain critical lengths of the liquid column to permit tb,e growth.rate of· 
the interface to exceed, for a short time, the maximum permissible· 
1 (25-28) va .ue · • A third possibility is suggested strongly by two observa-. 
tions: First, free F2 gc1.s exists in the.vacuum system after each run, 
and tiny hexagonally-shaped metal crystals a't"e found on the outside of 
the.ceramic vacuutµ tube !it the level of the c't"ucible.when the system is 
dismounted after a run. Second, the hexagonal cellular growth.pattern 
characteristic of constitutional supercooling is observed in about'the 
last cm of each boule, These.two fe.cts.indicate.that;ZnF2 .decoinposes' 
significantly at or just above.its mEil,lting poi'Q.t, The metal crystals 
found on the·ceramic tube are assu111ed to be Zn, since it is t~e ·only 
met.al present :-1.n. the sy,teDJ. which crysta'.1,.liz~s in .a hexagonal hab,it. 
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Excess Zn .. would, of course, be present in the. melt, and wouid initiate 
constitutional. supercoo+ing at ·the level of the ~oule at whtc,.h its ce"Q..-
centra t;ion~reached the critical value~ It·is this !iecomposition, with 
conaurrent.evaporation,.which prea,ludes·lowering th~growth rate to 
counteract tl:J,e ·first ani;t· third posS'ib,ilities abctv.e. As it· is, approxi-:-
mately 20% ·of· the mass of the. charg.e ·is lost. frmm the crucible :during a 
runi Growing at !the next slowe:i:- rate woul.d leav~ just ab.out. the a111ount 
of material in the• crucible ,which is now obtained as .. single -crystal.· 
Na thing, · th~ref ore, .would be gained;. · 
Characterization 
... 
For investigations into such things as· the detaile4 prqces~ of 
co'.1,.or-oenter sta,biliza,tion .or ·aggregation kin~tiqs, a lc.n(ntl,dge of ·the 
concentraticms of all major impurities is essential. However, t°Qis 
present ··work· is concet"ned a.imply with iqentification of the ·major color 
centers and, the general m,;,de .of radiatiem c\amage .tn ZnF 2 ~ Ne,ither of 
I 
these require a: detailed ,kn:owledge of tbe ii;npurit;;ies .present, The 1111-. 
pU'X'ities ·listed by·BDH, Ltd., f~r their Optra1,1 grade ZnF2 _powder-:-the 
sta~;ting material used for theE1e crystals•-include Cd and .. Si · at concen-
tr.illtions of 10 .... ioo µg. imp':rity per .g ZnF 2 (µg/s),, Cu .and Fe at the .1-10 
µg/g.level, and·A,1;1,·Be, Ca and·Mg.below 1·µg/g. Typic411y, the:expected. 
concentrlil,tion of an impurity in a crystal is about·one tenth the concen-, 
tration of that impurity in the starting mat.erial. Studiea us:;t.ng the. 
techuiqu~ of electron paramagnetic resonance indicate.the presence in 
the crystals'. of Mn .. at a level near 10 µg/g, and of -perhaps Cr and V at 
c,c,ncentrat;io~s near.er l ,µg/g. 
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Zinc Fluoride do~s. not:normally cleave; however, it was.found that+ 
a· boule cquld be 1· thermally ft'.actured. along. a crystallographic plane· by 
placing it on.a hotplate. Laue:photographs taken here; and'l!>thers.taken 
by Mr~ Frarik .Sherrill of· the Oak;_Ridge National .L.aboratory, ve1;ified 
that these planes. were .. of· (110) type with the · [001] direction (the c 
axis) in the plane·of,the fract1,1re. This mE1thod of .finding the major 
ctrstallographic planes of the cry.staJ,.s·pr~ved invaluable, since it' 
normallyrequires·great la:bor.to orient a boule for which no natural 
cleavage plane.· exist;s; Fortuitously, the.se natural _fracture, planes were' 
the very one, needed for those part·s of · this work involving optically 
anis~tropic centers. 
Optical' specimens were C\lt · pa:i;-allel to the tliermal ·. fracture ·planes. 
using an Imanco Macrptome diamon~ saw, and polished using a Syntron 
LP•Ol vibratory. polisher with a L,inde ·A/distilled water slurry. Any 
major :l.rregularities .were.removed before polishin~ by.hand .lapping on a' 
gl~ss pl~te.with-number 600 carborundum grit.in mineral oil. 
CHAPTER III 
THE·· THEORY OF · OPTICAL TRANS IT IONS IN COLOR CENTERS 
The Absorption Position of the F Center 
The, very .nature of the F center--an ·ele.ctron stably· trapped at a: 
la~tic~ vacancy--suggests · that a qualitative und.e.rstartding of its general 
optical· properties could be gaine:d by consideri.ng a. simple model: a 
particle in a .three-dimensional infinite square-well potenuai. 
Th~·eigenstates for this mo4el are well known<29 ) and are given by 
'h2 rr2 
2m 
where.mis.the mass of the.electron, n1 , n2 , and n3 are the qu';l,ntum num.,-
bers associated with each degree of freedomj and a, b, and c are·th.e 
dimensions of the well, For a·cubic well, a= b = c, and for a transi-
tion from the ground state (n1 = n2 = n3 =.l) to the first excited state 
(n1 =.n2 = 1; n3 = 2), it is easily seen that 
l\E (3 .1) 
The· F absol;'ption band is just suci,. a transition,, and we 'should expect· 
-2 this·transition ,en,ergy, t.EF, to follow a relation LiEF = Aa , This re-
sult was first noted by Mo:l.lwo( 30) and later was.modified by Ivey(3l), 
For the F center in alki:lli halides, the re:J.ation is found to be L\EF = 
?n 
-1 84 17, 7a . ' ·, where · a is the nearest-neighbor -distance :for the va~ancy. 
It can be seen that if a were to take on a range of .values about some 
equilibrium value, that transitions would occur for a range of values 
about lEF. In crystals at finite temperature, then, even ,this simple. 
model predicts finite bandwidths due.to ionic thermal vihrations. 
In tne rutile structure, there are•two ene1;getically equivalent 
types of F.centers, labeled A and Bin Figure 1, each with c2v site 
symmetry. For this symmetry group, the ·three coordinate axes of the· 
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center .all belong to separate representations, In our.model, this cor~ 
responds to the situation ,a ,J b ,f, c. We expect, then 1 three separate F 
transitions in ZnF2. The energy differences.between these transitions 
coulc;l. easily be .·· too small to be resolved in the real case, however, be-
cause of the thermal brqadening just mentioned, We shall discuss.widths 
of optical tr.ansitions at .. finite temperatures in more detail later. In 
this section, however, only the ttansition energies at zero K will be 
considered. 
There have been maI).y attempts to use more realistic models to pre-
dict the aQsorptian energy of theF·center at zero KC29 ). The two models 
we shallconsider are the point-ion and the extended-ion approximations. 
The point-ion model was first introduced by Gourary and AdrianC32) and 
(33) . (34) has been improved and extended both by.these authors and La\lghhn • 
To discuss .this .model, we may start with the llartree-Fock equation for a 
one-'-electron wavefup.ctipn 
2 + + [p /2m + V(r)] ~i(r) = (3.2) 
+ + 
where r represents the coordinates·of the F,-center electron, .and V(r) 
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contains the inte;action.energy of that electron with the n~clet as well 
as its Coulomb and exchange· interactions 'with the other·· electrons in the 
crystal. The defect wavefunctions must be orthogonal both.to themselves 
and to the•wavefunctions of the electrons on neighboring lattice atoms. 
Follo't-iing the Schmidt orthogonalization scheme, we repla.ce '!Ii with ciii, a 
smoothed function orthogop,alized to the eigenstates of the energy opera-. 
tor with the core or valence wavefunctions.of ·ion n, cii • Thus 
en 
= cp - ~ (cp ' cpi) cp (f)' i c,n en en 
+ * + + . 
where (qi , <li1) signifies f dr tli (r) cpi(r), and c is a core.or valence en. en 
state of .ion n. This substitution in (3.2) yields the modified Hartree.,-
Fack equation 
[ 2 + + (p /2m) + V(r)J tlii(r) - c~n 
where we have used the fact that [(p2/2m) + V(~)J cii (~) = 
en 
definition of.qi • 
en 
+ E cii (r) by 
en en 
In.the point-ion approximation, the crystal potential is divided 
into'contt:ibutions from the,long-range, smoothly varying Madelung 
+ potential, Vm(r), and a short'range, wildly varying potential arising 
from the fact that the charge density of the F electron extends beyond 
the nearest-neighbor ions and e~periences forces not described by the 
smoothly varying Madelung potential. In this aJlproximation, both this 
term and the orthogonalization term.are neglected and solutions are 
sought for the remaining equation 
= (3 .4) 
Gourary and Adrian used a variational technique to solve this equation 
assumings-like and p-like wavefunctions fot the ground and excited 
states, respectively. Thus, these workers additionally ignored any con-
+ tribution to Vm(r) arising from non-spherically symmetric interactions. 
The wavefunctions giving the lowest energies.had the form of.Bessel 
functions inside the vacancy and we:re of the form (1/rn) exp (-r/r) 
0 
outside the ·vacancy, although simple. s and p hydrogenic wav.efunctions. 
gave substantially equal results. Laughlin <34) ~ solving (3 .4) numeri-
cally has found energies for the F absorptione; i_n several alkali. halides 
which agree within 2% of those found by Gourary and Adrian, These tran-
sition energies.fall within 10-15% of the experimentally determined 
values for the alkali halides·tr~ated, and the_Mollwo-Ivey relation is 
derivable from their results. Nevertheless, the point-ion .model cannot 
be used to obtain infqrmation on higher excited states of the F center 
for which the wavefunctions might extend well·beyond the confines of the 
vacancy. It ignores lattice polarization and a.large part of the ionic 
potential both of which would be important in such cases~ Moreover, the 
wavefunctions computed within this approximation are·not orthogonal to 
the valence and core states of neighboring ions. 
A second approach which does not ignore. the . two terms set equal. to 
zero in.the previous treatment is the so-called extended-ion approxima..-. 
tion. In this scheme, the full modified Hartree-Fock equation (3,3) is 
attacked with.the restriction that·only nearest neighbors·are taken ex~ 
plicitly into account. E.lectronic and lattice polarization effects have 
b i 1 d d ' 1 1 ' i h' ' . <35) b h een nc u e in some ca cu ations us ng tis approximation , ut t e 
(36-38) 
most extensive, by Wood and coworkers · , ignored this possibility. 
They did, however, allow for possible displacement of nearest.neighbor 
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:tons, This was done by writing the Madelung energy as two terms, one 
involving the smooth potential from all of the crystal but the six near-
est neighbors, and a sec<imd involving the potential of the nearest neigh-
bors· at an adjustable.position, Ri, The total ~11:ergy of,the F-center 
el,ectron in their case 'may be written ·as 
E • F 
where ·KE,, is the kinetic energy, the, second and third terms are the 
Madelung ter~s already discussed, Ai is.the small Madelung correction 
term ignored in the point-ion.treatment, b. is a negative correction term. 
arising from the fact that the F electron penetrates the core orbitals 
of the nearest neighbor io:ns a,small fraction of the time and does not 
experience the full screening effect of these electrons, Eex is the ex-
change energy and E is the energy due. to orthogonalization, also neg"'". 
ov 
lected earlier. For calculation of the integrals contatned in this ex~ 
n pression, a simple radial wavefunction,~ ... r exp (-f3r) was chosen, 
since the results of Gourary and Adrian had indicated that the minimum 
energies obtained did not depend sensitively upon the exact form.of the 
wavefunction used. In the wavefunction above, n = O, 1 or 2 and f3 is an· 
adjustable scaling parameter, 
To obtain the transition energy for the F center, the total energy 
of a perfect'crystal containing an F center ,and six displaced nearest 
neighbors was'mi~imized with respect to Ri and f3, and th~ value of~ 
required by the values of these parameters computed, Because~ itself 
was, contained in, th~ energy expression being minimi.zed, this was an 
iterative process, Then, assuming that·the electronic transition in-
volved in absorption of a quantum of energy WO'\lld occur so rapidly.that· 
the positions· of the ions would not change during the transition,. they 
calculated a new value of EF for an excited state wavefunction using 
the same values.of Ri and a which minimized ,EF for the.ground state, 
The dif fereli.ce of these . two values of EF, of course, gave .. the absoi:'p":" 
tion energies for.the F center. The approximation involving the time 
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in which electronic. transitiqns talte place relative to the tnoti.on of the 
lattice ic;>ns is called the Franck.,..Con<;lon. principle and will be utilized 
in.later sections of this c~apter, 
The agreement of the. Wood !!'!,!.a results 'With experi'inentally deter ... 
mined valueswas sQmewhat betteJ;" tha~ those of G9urary and Adrian, and 
their calculations were extendable to the excited state~ of the F center, 
The distortions of the neatest~neighbor ions wete fouz,.!,i tobe 1% or less; 
Recently, Wood has used this s~heme to discuss the theqretical basis of 
the Mollwo-Ivey relationship in sqme detail(JS). 
The Width,of the F Absorption--The 
Configuration-Coordinate Model 
We shall discuss the widths of the'F and other absorptions at finite· 
temperatures first using the simple configuration coordinate model which 
illustrates many of the physical principles involved, an<l then shall ex-. 
partd our discussion to include more recent work not suffering many of 
the limitations.imposed by this modeL 
The Schrodinger equation for a'solid. may be schematically written 
as' 
(3,5) 
where Te and.TN are the kinetic energies of the.electrons and nuclei 
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+ + + + 
which are at positions schematically given by rand R, and.U(r,R) is the 
total potential energy function. for the entire crystal and contains 
electron-electron, electron-nucleus, nucleus-nucleus and spin. interac~ 
tions~ The eigenstates of the electrons depend upon the value of this 
totalpotential energy; however, because they are·capable of following 
the detailed motion of the lattice ions, the potential which they feel 
is essentially set only by the nuclear coorc,iinates, In. a vibrating 
lattice, therefore, tne eigenstates of the eleatrons change continuously 
and adiabatically as the .nuclei move·, On the other ha.n4, the nuc;Lei re-
spond'only to. the ~verage positions of the electrons, since they are·not 
capable of following the c;letailed motion of the electrons. Thus, the 
electrons move in a :potential dependent' only upon the .. nuclear coordinates 
and the nucle;I.. move·in a "potential" which b actu1;1.lly .the energy eigen-
value of the electrons, This is the content of the important adiabatic 
or Born-.Oppenheimer approximation <39), Because .. of this consideration, 
the solution of (3.5) may be written.as a product wavefunction 
(+ +). 
'*'nN r,R = 
+ + ~ R(r) X N(R), where n and N are the set of electronic 
n, n · 
+ 
and.nuclear quarttum numbers,~ R(r) is the electroni~ wavefunctfon 
n, 
which depends parametrically upon the instantan,ous value of the nuclear 
+ + 
coordinates R, and X .N(R) is the nuclear wavefunction, which dep,ends 
. n 
only upon the electronic quantum numbers and not upon the electronic 
coordinates, Thus, the individual wavefunctions should separately sat-
isfy the equations. 
= 
+ + E (R) ~ R(r), 
n n, 
and 
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This latter equation is normally tteated in.the harmonic approximation 
-+ in which E (R) is expanded about nuclear equilibrium only through n . 
second-order terms. Under these conditions, this equation becomes simi-
lar to that for a set of ,harmonic oscillators, a~d the XnN are the set 
of wavefunctions obtained for the quantum.mechanical'harmonic oscillator· 
problem. 
The probability per unit time that an atom will make a transition 
from state. g to state e is proportional to. the . squa;e · of the dipole 
+ (46) 
m.atrix element r connecting the two states ·,· where 
. eg . 
-+ 
r = 
eg 
-+ E J '¥ r '¥ d •• 
s e s g (3.6) 
The SU!ll,iS over a],.l electrons in the atom,'¥ and'¥ are solutions to the 
e g 
time-independent $chrodinger equation, and the integral is over all 
electronic coordinates. Our "atom" in this case is simply an anion 
vacancy containing a single electron,· and the "crystal" we .need to con-
sider for now consists of this F center and as many of the surrounding 
nuclei as may be.necessary to determine the potential energy of the 
electron, For t};le simple model, we are·going to use, the nearest neigh-
. (4b~45) bor ions are the only ones considered • With. these vast simplifi-
cations, and within the adiabatic approximation, the dipole matrix ele-
ment · ta1$,es on the ,facto.red form. 
-+ 
r = 
eg 
where we have allowe4 for the possibility that the nuclear overlap inte-
gral may depend \,lpon,both the electronic and nuclear energy states, Be-
cause the first integral depends only parametrically upon the nuclear 
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positions, it cannot.set the energy of the transiti.ons.but only the 
r~lative probability of the ·electro.nic transition for each value of ,R 
for ;given e and gi This integral is therefore proportional to the 
oacil+ator strength for the transition.· Only the second integral c~n· 
affect .the actual energy of the . transition, and it, does so·. through de-
pendence. of the electronic ene;gy. eigenvalu~ upa.n· it, and. sec~darily . 
upon J ~nd, K~ · These dependences· can be vistia:1.-:f,.z(ad on a diagram if· we 
assume that the· F center energy s1:,ates are, sensitive to some simple., 
single._ vibrational mode and can, · the ref ore, be r.epresented aga:J.nst. a 
single coordina.te.--the configuration4l coordinate, Q. This single mode 
i$ usually chosen.to be.the totally symmetric breathing mode of ·the 
t1:ear,est. neighbors~ Figure 7 shows 'the\ variation of the total energy of. 
the system with Q ·for. the ground and_ first exc_it·e.d states •. In the har .... 
monic 1 approximation,.the C\\;rves are.parabol~s. Discrete electronic-
levels ·arising from different 'values.of the nuclear quantum numbers J 
a~d'K are;sho:wn within the classical_ parabolic limits. 
Imtned.iately, we mE;Ly qualitativE:1ly see, the reason for sever~l experi--
mental 'observations~ First, bec~use.the qµaritum-me&ha~ic~l ptobabilitr 
funct_i()J;l for the groul;ld state of an ·ha@onic oscilla:tor is a Gaussian 
peaking ·at Qg, the absorption _.band should peak·· at .the energy represented-
' by the. arrow labeled Abs, and shou:j.d be essential.ly Gaussian itself., if . 
the curvature of the excited-state potential may be -neglecte~i. · Second, 
within t~e ·Franck~Condon approximation already discussed; there should. 
be · a clif·ference between the peak. energies of the absorption -and emission 
bands. The:moat probable :absorption would occur vertically from th~ 
equilib'I'.ium position ,of ·the ground state, while the ·mos.t 'probable emis-
s:Lc;,n· would occur vertical,ly from the equilib.ri-um position of the excited 
>-(.!) 
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Figure 7. The Configuration Coordinate Dtag~eun 
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state .. This is the origin.of ·the Stokes sli,ift, Third, at low tempera-
tures_wher:e·only the lowest enetgy ground state .J • O is populated, 
there should occur with some probal;>ility a tran~,itfon from J · ... Oto· 
K = o in which no ·vibrational qu!=LQ.tom chang.e is .involvec;l. This zero-
phonon.transition is:observed in.many systems •. :Because the wavefunctions 
fo.r the g:r;-ound state of the system takes the fo~'m of a damped exponential 
outsi4e the solid ·curve, we might expect the-:probabil:Lty of observing 
such a transition to depend upon the separatio_n Qe - Q8 in · the same way. 
We ·shall ,presently see .that- this is 'the case. 
Let us now examine the .model more formally and obtain some rela~ 
t::lons whic;h will be useful in interpretation of .the data· obtained on F2 
centei:-s'in.this-wor\{.. In te,rms . of displac,ements q about Q = Q ·, the g 
gr<;>und state.of the totally synnnet:tic normal mode of the harmonic.oscil-
lator can·be.w,;itten Eg • 1, M wg 2 g2, where,M is the_ effective mass, .and 
(J.) the,f;equen~y of the mode. We have set ,E ... ·0 at Q·=- Q8 • The ene:r;-gy g 
M 2 2· (J.) 
the•excited state, classically, e, of is E .. Eo + (q - qo) 2 , where e 
we have.assumed that M does,not change, but have allowed the frequency .. 
of the normal I!loc;le dominant in the,excited state.to ·differ from that:for 
the ground.state. Expanding, this becomes 
= E + ~q 2 Mw 2 + ~q2 Mw 2 - qq_ Mw 2 o o e · e o e 
2 2 
= E + ~q Moo - Aq, 
eg e 
where·we have.use~-the fact tn,at E. = 
. . . eg. 
2' 2 E,. + ~q. Mw and have set. 
u o e· 
q0 :Mw/ :;::: A, a ·constat:1,t which measures the sensitivity of the relaxation. 
of· th~ ~ea:r;-est neighbor,. ions to the energy of the .electron in ·its, ex-.· 
cited s.tate. To. obtain an expression for ·th,e absC>.rption e,;i.ergy of this 
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system, we t'X'eat the excited state classically because the transition is 
to levels for which the spacing of the · vib.ra:tional levels can' be ignored, 
and the ·ground state quantum mechanically beca~se the transition arises, 
at: low tempera·tures, from levels near J • 0 · for which the spacing of 
vibrational. levels· cannot be ignored. Writing the ground state energy 
as.the zero~point value, ~w, .we obtain 
. . g 
E 
eg 
2 2 
~til + ~q Mw · .... Aq .• 
e 
(3. 7) 
Now, for perfectly para'bolic energy curves, the probability .as a func-
tion of energy for a transition from the ground state.to an.excited 
state is ·simply. the prob·ability of. finding tl:J.e system at· a cqordinate q 
in. the ground. state times a Jacobian .to take account of the change of 
variable from displacement 'to energy. For the harmonic osc.illator, this 
is (46) 
P(E) .. 2 ~ 2 2 [(Mw )/(2,rkT)] exp [(-Mw q )/(2kT)](dq/dE). g g (3.8) 
At low temperatures, however, this is erroneous, becau$e the ground 
state energy 
Williams and 
is.far from being described by the classical parabola<47 ). 
Hebb(4s) sHow that the.correct semiclassical. relation .is• 
• 
identical to (3.8) with T replaced by an effective temperature, 
= 
The Jacobian may be evaluated from (3.7). When this is done, and the 
halfpeak points eval.uated; the full width at ha.lf-ma~imum is seen to be 
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H(T) H(O) [coth ("'fi.w /2kT)]~, g (3.9) 
wher~ H(O) is the low-temperature limiting value of H(T), given by 
In.order to introduce the Huang-:-Rhys factor S in·a natural way,~ let 
us approach the problem once more in the same. appreximati~.n. But th;ls 
time, we shall treat both the ground and exc:l,.ted states ,of.the h,rmonic 
oscillator quantum mechanically, From our discussion of the adiabatic 
approximation, it is apparent that the.width of the absorption.line will 
depend only upon the ovetlap integral betwe.en the ground. and excited 
state h~rmonic oscillator wavefunctio~s. The wavefunctions required 
will be those with energv eigenvalues fo.r ·the ground and exf:.ited states 
of 
E. • 
gJ ~J + ~) ~w, and EeK • (K + 11) .fiw + E - Sfi.w . eg (3.10) 
where th::f,.s·time the quapttim-mechanical exp!ressions for the ·energy.have. 
been.used.instead of the.classical ones used ear],,ier, and a dimension-
less coupling constant S has been introduced to express ·the strength of 
the ·interaction.whic.h·displaces the equilibrium :position of the excited-
st~te mode. In ,this -treatment, commonly referred to as that -of linear._ 
coupling, the mode frequency is not allowed to differ in the ground and 
excited ·states. Keil(49 ) has.calculated the overlap integral between 
such. displaced harmonic oscillator wavefunctions, and obtained 
<X Jx > ·· = exp (-S/2) [KJ;.'i~ s~(K-J,) LKJ-J(S), 
eK gJ 
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K..:J. 
whereLJ (S) is the Laguerre polynomial. The.normalized transition 
probability from the ground to the excited state, is, then 
W "" l<X Klx J>l 2 • KJ .. e g -S [J !] . S (K-J) [L K-J (S).] 2 e Kf· J • 
At T.• O, the only ground-state'level occupied is. that for,J = o. The 
K K functi_on t 0 (s) • ·l, and WKO .'."' (S /KD exp (-S). From Equations (3.10), 
it aan, be · seen that · th~ spectrum at T • o is a series of lines 'at . 
~ ... (:f!:eg - .9!i<i.l) + Kflw .. E~ + K'fi.w. 
These would be weighted 
at energy.E~ 'is seen to have 
in inte·nsitr ,by WK@. The zero-phonon. line 
-s the normalized prohabili.ty w00 ... e ; that 
is, the probability of •seeing a zero phonon transition for a centet de-
creases as a .. darilped .·exponential as S increases. This reault was antici-
pated from our'ea~lier; qualitative ,examination of Figure 7. Practically 
speaking, no zeto-phonori line is likely to be observed e~perimentally 
for S ;i,; 6. 
tt finite temperatures, levels .with .J > O become thermally popu-
lated. If we introduce an .. index p = K"".J wh:1..ch indicates the ne.t number· .. 
of vibrational quanta involved in the.transition,.we see.from Equations 
(3.10) that the absorption speat:rum at finite temperatures.is once·again 
a series of ·-line~ at energies Ep = E~ + pnw. Th_e nomalized probability 
f~r · the traI1,sitions. in thi.s ·case, however, must be determined by. per-
forming .a thel;'Illally weighted average over the .initial ground s.tates. 
Keil .obta:f:,ns for ·this ·thermally av:eraged probability·· 
iiw ] ofi.w WP = exp [ (pf,.w) I (2kT) - S coth. (2kT) \ [S coth (2kT)], (3.11) 
whe;e ·rp (z) is the Bessel 'function ·of the first kind with ima·ginary 
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argument. The width of these individual transitions would be, on this 
model 1 limited only by the lifetime .of the states. In practice, line 
width$ for the zero .. phonon line are some four orders of ma~nitude larger 
than this, due·presumably to random lattice strain(SO). 
It is apparei:it from Figure .7 and the second of Equations (3 .10) 
that Soflw is simply the energy above the K = 0 level that the absorption 
maximum occurs. The numerical value of S, then, can be-interpreted as 
the.number of phonons involved in the most probable absorption transi-
tion. In the linear coupling approximation, the shapes of ·both.the 
ground and·· excited state functions are·• identical, and the energy dif.-
ference between· the absorption aI;l.d emis
1
sion transitions shown· in, Figure 
7 will be simply 2Sflw. This is the Stokes shift to be expected 1:>etween. 
the absorption band for a system and the corresponding luminescence band 
in the linear coupling approximation.' 
Using (3.11) the expression for the ,absorption half·width as a 
function of .temperature is found to be 
H(T) = 1i.w) H(O) asch (2kT, 
which is indistii:iguishable from (3.9) in practice. For the very.-nearly 
Gaussian band shape predicted by (3.11) at high temperature(43), we ob-
tain 
H(O) ~ = 2 .36 S ilw • (3.12) 
The Huang.-Rhys factor for a broad.-band transition may be evaluated 
from (3 ~ 12) if an experimental measurement of H(O) is availa'h>le and if 
w can.be determined in some way. The latter can be done using measured 
values of H(T) for T > O. Equation (3.9) can be fit to measured values 
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of H(T), using the value at T = 0 for H(O). Better, a.plot of arc coth 
[H2(T)/H2(o)] !!!,_l/T should yield a straight. line through.the origin for 
the proper choice of H(O). 1 The slope of the li~e, <flw/2k, trlen may be 
used to obtain w. Although the latter ·is tthe more powerful method it is 
. . . 
quite sensitive to small 'thermometry or optic~l errors. For data.with 
signif.icant scatter, the former.is often the more practical method of 
obtait1.ing valu@s for H(O) and w, and hence, for s. 
The ei,.etgy of the·peak of ·many absorption bands s~ift~ with tell).per-
ature. Most.absorptions ten4 toward higher energies. at lo'W temperatures, 
but no satisfactory.quantative theory.exists'for the.effect: Recent. work 
by Gilbez;-t 'and Wood (Sl). indicates that· the major .Part' of ·the effect is 
du~to the change in the lattic~ constant; with, temperature, as might be 
expected, but·that·th~re are·other contributions to 'th:l.s ·shift which 
have.not yet-been'elucidated. 
It is possible to f:f;t half""width:.data to plots such as have been 
discussed ·in, this· section, and· consequently to det.ermine a value for w, 
for a large.null).ber of centers of different types in many different host 
lattices. The question arises, that ·if ,the configuration ,coordinate 
treatment·with 'its rather crude assumptions is so imperfect, why is it 
so of ten. possible. to fit the.· data to. an expression sucli as (3 .11) and 
obtain.a value of w? Moreover, one· of the most glaring errors .in 'the 
quantum~mechanical model.is the· assumption .that.the same mode interacts 
with .both .the ground and. excited states, even though .the excited-state., 
wavefunctions have different symmetries .by their very nature and should 
be expected B2! to interact strongly.with the same modes as'the ground-. 
state wavefunc.tions. Yet, .values of .w determined by fitting emission 
e 
data to expressions similar to (3.11), only·differ from values of wg for 
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the same centet'. by a few pettcent in many cases. We may find a partial -
answer to these problems by noting that these various. types of. centers 
introduce local and resonant lattice modes, c;lepending upon the_ir rela-
tive masses. Becauee · of w' s found often are. not those. of -- known phonon 
b:c:a:nches, it may be that local ·modes ar.e the princi'pal ones int;eracting 
lv'ith the ,centers, pr ·that· the frequency found is some weighted average __ _ 
of thqse for severa+ interacting lattice m94es. Moreover, lattice or 
loca:l, modes. tend to, pile up near ce.rtain · f requenc;ies. For this reasori, . 
it ·might not -be ,surprising, even if the.- ground and excited states do 
interact with ,,completely different lattice modes, that,similar effective 
frequencies are·found. Markham<43) has·considered these interpretational 
problems in some detail. The real value of .this-treatment lies not so 
ll\UCh in the accuracy-ef .the parameters obtained, but in its hueristic 
value in celor-center re~earch and in the fact that•a marked deviation 
of ,behavior of some.center from that predicted by the configuration-
coc;>rdinate m9det may. well indicate .. a new. physical effect: 
In the quantum mechanical configuration coordinate.model all tran-,, 
s_itiens. with the same value .of p = K-J were degenerate, since only one 
lattice ,;node of a single frequen.cy w was considered. In actuality., for 
a'center which ie coupled somewhat.to all of the crystal modes, orie .ob.;. 
ta.ins,. for -p = 1, a full set -of transitions, re,f lecting the one-phonon 
density of- states of the lattice at that temperature. similarly, for 
p = 2, the two-phonon density .of-states spectrum is obtained, and so on~ 
The broad-line, spectrum seen at any temperature; J is then the envelope -
of the individual one-, · two- • • • phcmori al;>sorption spectra. This idea 
forms the basis of recent work by Mostoller, Ganguly and Wood(.52). These 
workers present a scheme to. perform a spectral decompositfott of,expel'.'i-
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ment~lly measured absorption bJnds. to; obtain, the· effective .one-phonon,. 
de1;1.sity. of states for :the c;ystaL They theii use this ·one~p.honon .spec,;-
ttum to obtain contributions'fram ·n-phonqn·proaesses which .give discern~. 
' . . : 
ib.le ,.vib;qn;Lc .,sttuc;.ture and, use cqnventional mo.me.nt. anal,ysis (SS)· to ob-, 
ta.in in;9rmatioQ. on q1g1'er""n.processes. They·take'account, as has beeri. 
done<43 ,49), of the fact.that,otheJ;" than linear cQupling may exist be-
tween the ground· an~ excited-state interaction!!! with the -lattice mc;,des •: 
The· fit of their ,pred,icted band SQ.apes and .othe"J;' pa:ra;nete~s with experi.-
mental :data on on~ of the ·F 4 centers i11 NaCl. is e,?'icellent. This same 
app:i;oac'l;l has:more.rece11tly _been applied to the c2h F2 center in MgF2 
witl:i simillirl:y- good results.. In . this _case, eve11 _the .locati~n and band.-
shape of t'l;le ,1um;Lnescel)ce band a1:1soc:l,ate4 'tltith this center were predictec;l 
ac;:.curately,<54). 'l:'he fact'thE,1,t·relat:l,vely.sophistd.~at-ed mac~itie.calcula.-
tions are, involved ,in their technique ,miSht seem to less·en its useful-
ness i!S a 'simple ._means of cc;,~par:l.ng propert·ies ·of : similar centers 'in a 
system of crystals--at. least 'for the .present av_erage researcher i Never ... 
tl).eless~ this teclinique .. offers 'new insight ·into the basic :Pr6cesses which 
broaden absorption: bands in·solids, 
Absei>rption Pc;,sitians. and Band· Sq.apes q,f .Fi Centers 
In one ·view, the ·F2 center ·is just .two adjacent F centers with 
shared electrons. It is perhaps· not surp-rising, therefore, to find that 
several of its main.· electronic ·tr!:1,nsit:ions absorb in the. same .energy 
rallge as the ,F cen~er •. · There. are .. three first-eJ!:cited ·state transitions· 
of .this; ce.nt~:r. The lo'tltest-.ene:rgy has 'its transition moment aligned. 
. ,· . 
1 + 1 + w:i,th,the lqng (z) or a axil;I of the cel)ter:and is a E8 + Eu transition 
in molecular notation.. In an, LCAO picture,. this may be .thought of as a' 
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transition by the two F centers to an excited state consisting of a 
linear combination of ls and 2p states, The other two transitions are 
z 
of the type 1r+ + 1rr+ and involve combinations of ls separately with 2p g u x 
and 2p states, These transitions occur along axes perpendicular to the y 
z axis of the center often referred to in the literature as~ axes. In 
later work,we shall denote the polarization of the transitions as simply 
the a and TI absorptions, In many materials, such as the alkali halides, 
the TI1 and TI 2 transitions occur at slightly different energies, since 
the i'llllllediate environment of the center is different in its x and y 
directions. One test of the usefulness of a particular approach to cal-
culation of the location of the F2 transitions is its prediction of the 
sign and energy splitting of these two TI transitions. 
Theoretical investigations into the peak positions of the various 
F2 absorption and emission bands have been conducted by several investi-
gators, Herman used the model of a hydrogen molecule embedded in a con-
tinuous dielectric and obtained the transition energies by simply seal-
ing the computed energy versus internuclear separation curves to the 
known vacancy separation(SS), It is not surprising that this model gave 
only approximate results. Evarestov(S6), in a point ion approach, cal~ 
culated transition energies for KCl which agreed surprisingly well with 
the actual values. He used hydrogenic trial wavefunctions, and a vari-
ational technique to minimize the energy. His results may have been 
fortuitous, since Meyer and Wood(57 ) point out that his trial wavefunc-
tions fail to predict the proper transition energy for the F center. 
These latter authors carried out an extended ion calculation for LiCl 
and LiF using wavefunctions explicitly found to give the best transition 
energies for the F center(37 ), These wavefunctions were orthQgonalized 
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to neareet..;.neighbor ion states.and the general oalculational scheme al..; 
ready outlined for their F-center work. 
Their· calqulated energies for the a F 2 transi,tions were within 10% 
of the experimentally determined values for both salts. No values for 
the·. 71" transit:i.ons .were available for comparison~ +heir method has the 
promise of being able to deal with the higher exci.ted states of. the F 2 
center. Beca1,1se the 71" splittings are. clearly depe:ndent upon .. the detaiJ.s 
of the nearest neighbor distortions--not allowed for in any of these 
schemes~-,it is ·doubtful that great success in predicting this·splitting 
will be enjoyed even by the extended ion tteatment 'for F2 centers. 
The width of the absorption band of the F2 center can be treated 
on a·configuration-coordinate model little different from the one dis-
cussed·earlier, One need only allow for three first-excited state 
energies corresponding to the three molecular states possible for that 
stateof the center. Mostoller and coworkers, as noted, have calculated 
the broad band absorption and emission properties of this center in MgF2 
(54) 
with good success • 
CHAPTER IV 
RADIATION DAMAGE IN ZnF2 
In Chapter I~ .the two.principal radiation .dam.a.ge·processes were 
outlined. In,this .chapter, we sha:J_l present optical absorption data for 
ZnF 2 bombarded ·with 2 MeV electrons as a function of .. the temperature of 
irradia.ticm. From these data, we sh.all attempt to identify the predomi-
nant·radiation damage process active in ZnF2, an.d·suggest tentative 
identif icatio:ns for·. the various· absorption bands which occur upon irra-
diati,on of this material, Finally, a i;nore detailed damage mechanism 
will be presented and. discussed in relation to. that proposed for MgF 2 by 
Sibley and Facey(l7), and by Buckton and Pooley(SS), 
Experimental Procedure .. 
Crystals of ZnF2 from boule 081971 were cut on (110) faces with the 
c, axis in· the plan,e of the specimen. The sample.s ranged -in th,ickness 
from O, 05 to O .11 cm a~d were oriented and poli,shed as described in 
Chapter II, These samples were irradiated with 2 MeV electrons from a 
Van de.Graaff accelerator at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Three 
different c0ntrolled temperature irradiation devices were employed during 
the cc;,urse of th.e·experiments, For the.low temperatµre work, two essen-
tially identical fi:x;ed, .... poin,t cryostats manufactured by the Sulfrian 
Cryogenic~Corporation were usedi Above ambient, a small furnace capable 
of holding th,e sample temperature constant at temperatures up to 200°c 
,. I'\ 
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was employed. In the cryostat used for measurements at 15, 80, 145, 
235, and 280 K, a gold:0,7 atomic% iron vs chromel P cryogenic thermo-
-
couple indicated the temperature, A platinum resistance thermometer was 
the temperature indicating element in another cryostat used at 205 Kand 
for a second set of irradiations at lS K, The boiling points of He, N2, 
Freon 14, and Freon·22 were used for the irradiations at 15, 80, 145, 
and 235 K respectively, Heating of the sample by the ele1:tron beam was 
responsible for the differences between the mea$ured temperatures and the 
known boiling points of these fluids, The irradiations at 205 and 280 K 
were accomplished using dry ice-acetone and ice-water slui:ries, respec ... 
tively. The oven used for the two high temperature measu1:ements was de-
signed so that optical sample holders could be inserted d:~rectly in it, 
and employed a copper vs constantan thermocouple to indicate temperature, 
=-
For all irradiations, the samples were positioned 15.0 cm from the exit 
port of the accelerator. Uniform coverage of the samples by the elec-
tron beam was insured by scanning the beam over the samples in a square· 
raster during the irradiations. Beam intensities were held constant to 
±5%, and the accumulated dose was indicated by an electromechanical 
charge integrator. Therefore, the exact value of the bean current was 
relatively unimportant. Beam intensities of 5 µA, measured as the total 
current striking the constant-temperature holder, were employed for all 
irradiations but those at 15, 320 and 370 K. Because it was impossible 
to keep the sample temperature at an.acceptable value 'When a higher beam 
current was used, the intensity was reduced to 1 µA for the liquid 
helium temperature irradiations. Even so, a steady state temperature of 
15 K was the lowest obtained even with the lower current, For irradia-
tions at 320 and 370 K, a beam intensity of 10 µA was employed, The 
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fraction of the beam current which actually fell on the sample surfaces 
is known.to•wit:hin,approximately 30%·for the cry(i)stat runs, and only to. 
within 100% fc;>r the high.temperature runs. This dosimetry information 
was prov:tded by E. Sonder of the Oak Ric;lge·National Laboratery, and was 
accomplished using silver-doped phosphate glass do$imetets(59). It was· 
verifieti using Faraday cups or . the ra:te of he111.t.1:tng of suitabty-masked 
bloc~s of potassium chloride. 
Optic~l'spectra were recorded over the raI).ge from 1.77 - 6.70 eV 
(?OO - 185 nm) on a'Cary model 14 spectrophotometer. Of course,. .optical 
measul;'ement temperatures of the samples irradiie,ted in t~e cryostats were 
at the fixed temperatures .of the various. baths employed and. not at the·, 
slightly.h:tgher irradiation temperatures. Spectra for the 320 and 370 K 
irradiation temperatures were.taken at room temperature~ The spectrum 
of,. a typical unirradiated crystal of ZnF 2 is presented in· Figure 8, In 
it• the absorption.coeff.icient, a, is plott;ed as a·function of the 
energy C)f tb.e incident photon, A wavelength .scale is provided at :the 
top of the figure- for reference. • The opticE!,1 absorption coef f.icient is 
defined as the natu.ral . logarithm of the ratio of incident to transmitted 
intensities per ·.unit, path. length, Because most· duE!,l beam spectrophoto-
meters record the base-'-ten log, th~s is .usually written as a.=· (2.303/t) 
log10 (I/I0 ), where.I and I 0 are the intensities of the optical beam 
respectively after and qefore passing through .. a sample of thickness t. 
The quantity log10 I/I0 is called the optical density (O.D.). 
Radiation Damage Growth Curyes 
Figures 9 aQ.dlO, plotted in a similar manner to the last figure,. 
but with the unirradiated crysta:J,. spectrum subtracted, illustrate the 
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opt:i.cal·absorption found in ZnF2 for relatively low and'for high elec-
t,ron doses . at · th~ eight· tetnperatures employed,· Three absorption bands 
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are · ev-ident. The· one . peaking n~ar 3. 5 eV (350 ~tn) appears in all· sa,i;nples 
.,, 
irradiate~:at 1 205 Kand below, but·not in any s~ecimenS· irradiated above 
this·tetnperature, It grows in quickly and satur:ates·at a low value of 
a'bsorption coefficient. Such beh~viour·is reminescent of that for the 
[Fi]·center i,;i.alkali·fluorides 1 ,but no positiv:~ identification of this 
band coul.d be.made.under the circu.mstances extant during the radiation 
4,amage growth experiments, The,broad band peaking near 5.2 eV (240 nm), 
and. that; near .. 6 .1 e~ (205 nm) are the only other. obvious features · of the 
spectra; however, high resolution plot;s·of .the data taken.at·low doses 
at .,15 K show possible unresolved str1;1ctu;e at e;i,ergies ,between S.5 and 
6.0 eV. 
Also shown.as·da$hed.li,nes in Figures ·9 and 10, are decompositions· 
. . . . ! 
of ,seme ,of the spec.tra .into. theiJ;" component ·ball,ds. This ta ·only. an-
approximate decc;,i;i,.position and was .. accompl~s.hed in·. the following manner: 
the,peak position .of the 5.2,eV baI).ci was.assumed.to·be at the apparent 
value read· from the plots~ Using this , peak position,, the loW'e:i:""'.energy 
half of this·banci was replotted·onto·the 'upper ... energy side, yielding a 
s~etric . appr0xim.ation t<!> the entit:.e bancl.. This band was I then , sub-
tracted from the .. spectrum t(i) obtain the .6.1 eV band, From ·these curves, 
the apprc,xiiµa te, peak .. positions and full , widths · at . half maxitnum fc;,r each 
band. was read and are t~bulated .±n·Tab.le I,, It is apparent that the 1 
half.widths ·of.both bands are,significantly larger at 15 K than,at· 
higher,. temperatures, It should. be noted . that the spectra of the t~o • 
highest temperature .. irradiat::l,ons were taken at room temperature, while 
the other,spect:ra shown were measured at the fixed points,used fo:t the 
T~LE I 
PEAK POSITIONS AND FULL-WIDTHS AT HALF MAXIMUM FQR THE 5.2 AND 6.1 eV ABSORPTIONS IN ZnF2 
Peak Position Half-Width Peak Position 
Irradiation Measurement of 5.2 eV of·5.2 eV of 6.1 eV 
Temperature Temperature Absorption Absorption Absorption 
(OK) (OK) (eV) (eV) (eV). 
15 7 5.28 L34 6.12 
80 78 5.26 LlO 6.17 
145 142 5~25 1.12 .6.15 
205 195 5.23 1.14 6.12 
235 232 5.22 1.15 .6.13 
280 273 5.21 1.16 6.08 
320 300 5.19 1.12 6.12 
370 300 5.15 1.08 6~08 
Half'-Widtq 
of 6.1 eV 
Absorption 
(eV) 
0.65 
o.s8 
0.56 
0.56 
0.53 
0.54 
0.76 
-·o. 78 
~ 
-...J 
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irradiations. It is not apparent from the table, but for any one irra~ 
diation temperature, the.half widths ·found for both bands tended to be 
progressively greater for p'rog.ress:i,vely grea.t:er band· heights, · This ef-
fect is probably due to growth of ·other c~nters'under these.major ones. 
From data in_the table, it is apparent that the half-width of the 
5.2-eV.ba1,:1d'does not change significantly from 80 through 380K. The 
ha.l.f-width o:f; the 6.1 eV band, however, appears. tc., increase considerably 
as the tempera·ture is :i,nc;-eased. The peak positions of both bandsi ap~ 
pear to shift toward lower energies at higher temperatures. 
From the decomposed spectra, it is. evidentt}:latthe 6.1 eV band. 
saturates in its growth at optical, deneities of 30 - 40 cm-l for irra-
d:i,ation.temperatures.of ·205 K·and above; however, at the three lowest 
temperatures, this band is still growing at the highest doses used. The 
5.2 eV band also tends to saturate for irradiation temperatures of 205 K 
and· above •. From the decomposed spectra, it is apparent that this band 
tends -not to saturate at. as low a dose as the . 6 .1 eV band. The differ-
ence in saturation doses, however, is small, and it'is not entirely safe· 
to conc!ude that ·the two bands arise from different centers~ Neverthe-
less, from the.available data, this is the more likely prospect, 
Figure 11 'presents the growth of the 5.2 eV band with radiation 
dose at.the temperatures employed. The optical absorption at the peak 
of t}:le band is plotted against the total absorbed dose e~pressed in 
3 MeV/cm. The band at'6.l eV has not been subtracted out,. but as Figures 
9 and 10 show, its width is such that·its contribution under the peak of 
the 5.2 eV band is negligible for all cases. 0 The temperatures in . K for 
each irradiation .are shown.beside the appropriate curve. The measured 
growth curvea fall into. two broad categories: those at 15 and 80 K are 
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similar and show a slowly saturating behavior, while those at higher 
temperatures show a.rapidly saturating growth. Because of the diffi-
culty in comparing the fluxes actually falling on the samples for the 
different irradiations, the_ exact shape of the initial rapidly-gro't\Ting 
portions·of ,each.curve should be taken only as· a rough indication of·the 
actual behavior of the material in this dose· range •. 
The inset.in·Figure 11·shows the saturation value of the absorption 
coefficient at the peak of the 5~2 eV ban_d ~ absolute temperature of 
irradiatien.. Because the 15 and 80 K curves never reach saturation, · 
only an ,.arrow has been shown at these temperatures. It is evident .that,. 
\, 
their saturation values will be considerably above those of. the other· 
curves, and·that·the saturation value of'the 15 K curvewill be higher 
than that for the 80 K curve. This observation is reflected in.the 
placement .of the arrows in the inset. 
Discussion 
In Chapter I, the elastic collision and photochemical damage mech-
anisms were briefly outlin~d. Let us .now discuss these mechanisms in 
more detail. and.attempt to discover which of ·them is the preclominant one 
in ZnF2• 
It is nqt·the purpose.of this preliminary study of the radiation 
damage·in.ZnF2 to unambiguously associate.a particuJ,.ar optical absorp-
tion ba.nq. with each radiation damage center expected. So that we may 
more conveniently discuss the data, however, it :i.,s expedient· to ten ta-
tively identify the al,)sorption at 5.2 eV as either arising from an F 
center or interstitial.. That it belongs to.the F center will be asserted 
on the grounds that it liea at about the expected energy compared to 
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other materials. If subsequent work reveals that the 6.1 eV band is 
actually the absorption associated with the F center, or if the two ab-
sorptions are later found to arise from the same center--F or intersti":'." 
tial.--no qualitative.changes should,have to be made in the interp:reta-
tions'given here. 
For an incident particle or photon to cause .elastic or knock-on 
damage, it ifi! necessary for it to impart ,enough energy to a lattice ion 
to displace i~ into a nearby interstice--typically 10 - 30 eV,· For a 
relativistic electron, the maximum.energy which can be imparted to a 
lattice atom or. ion is T ""2(E + 2mc2) E/Mc2 where Eis the electron 
max 
energy and m and M a:te the masses of the electron and lattice ions.. For 
a 2 MeV electrot). striking a fluorine atom, T is 684 eV. Thus, in 
max 
principle, knock-on damage is possible .. for the irr_adiations · aa1:ried out 
in this •work. Calculations by Oen,(60) for displacement cr.oss sections. 
of·lattice atoms 'in.solids predict a primary cross·section for fluorine 
under bombard)llent by 2 MeV electrons of 30 - 40 barns, that is, 3 - 4 x 
10-23 cm2., Because the incident electrons may make mai;iy more than one 
elastic collision before being stopped or. leaving .the crystal, the dam-
age crQas section, when secondaries are. included, rises to a value nearer . 
7 x 10-23 cm2 (60) For a known.flux ,of·electrons, the coµcent:tat;ion of 
defects to be expect·ed from knock.:.on damage is N "" N0 ~cr d where N is the 
number of defect:sper cm.3 , ~ the integrated electt:"on flux, ad the total 
displacement cross section, and N the number ¢1.enaity of .fluorine atoms 
' ' ' . ,, 0 
in ZnF2. The denaity of F atoms.in ZnF2 can be calculated from its· 
22 . . 3 
molecular weight and mass densi.ty to be 5, 4 x 10 fl_uor:Lne atoms/cm , 
For,the l<;>west irt:"adiation dose employed at'80 K, the integrated 
electron flux on the sample, .~, was approximately 5 - 7 x 1014 electrons/ 
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2 
cm. Using the larger values for each of these.quantities in .the ex-
pression above, an upper limit,to the concentration of interstitials 
.. 15 3 
expecte(i from knock on damage· is foun4 to be 3 x lCl. I cm ·• Because one 
vacancy is made for every interstitial created, this is also the expected 
upper li111it 1 for the number of F centers. It is. an upper limit; not only. 
because the ,lat"gest re·asonable values of the var-ious parameters have been 
used, but also because it.assumes no recombination of interstitials and 
vacancies un4er the influence of the radiat:l.on. In order .. to compare 
this expected upper limit to; the concentration of F centers actually 
fc!und, we may·ca].l upon·the well-known equation which.relates the peak· 
height of ·a given optical band to the concentration in the crystal of 
the centers responsible for that band. This equation, due .to Smaku1}61), 
an4 corrected· slightly by Dexter (62) may be written for a gaussian ban.d · 
as. 
fN. • 0.87 x 1017 n 2 2 Ha. (n. + 2) max. 
where f·is the oscillator strength for the transition giving rise to that 
band, n is the ,index of refraction of the material, His ·the full width 
I 
at ·halLmaximum fen: the band and a. is the value of the optical aqsorp-
max, 
tion coefficient at the peak of the band. Utilizing the .measured values· 
of the variou!,!.parameters, and assuming f to be unity to obtain a lower 
limit. on N, the .F center concentration ,at the first data point for the 
, 17 -3 80 K.irradiation is 1.1 x 10 cm --a.value consider,ably higher•than 
15 -l the 3 x 10 cm ,expected for .knock-on damage. Tbus, it is clear that 
this mech.anism cannot account even for the concentration of.defects 
generated by the irradiations. at 15 K, and certainly not for the .concen.:. 
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tration found at 145 K. 
We are lec;l, then, to expect a photochemical d~mage proc,es,s to be 
opet;'ative in ZnF2 • Such a·process has previously been determined by 
. (17) Sibley and Facey. te> be active in MgF 2 • Thes,e workers found that the 
enel:'gy to create a single F center ·in that.material in the early sta.ges. 
4 
of damage. was approximat.ely . 2 x ·10 eV near room te.mperature and nearer 
1 x 103 · eV at·.80 K. Buckton and Pooley<58 ) have measured this ,same 
quantity ,as 4 x 105 eV at 80 K. Again, using the data from the lowest 
data·point tt;t.ken ,at 80 K, we may estimate this number for ZnF2• First, 
however, it is necessary to det_ermine the energy which each electron 
impart·s to· the lattice as it passes through the crystal. The range of 
(63) 
a 2 MeV electron in.ZnF2 can be co111puted to be very nearly 2,0 mm. • 
This is commensurate with the·experimentally measured ranges forMgF 2 
and KCl, if the differences ill mass. density are taken.into account •. 
Since the energy deposited per ·unit d:i,stance traveled is constant for 
(63) 
a:J_l but the_last few per cent of the electron path , and since none 
of the crystals used_ were as thick as 2 mm, the energy _deposited by each 
electron may be c~osely approximated as 2 MeV times the ratio of the 
thickness of·the crystal to the. range, This relation was 'used to estab-
lish the abscissa scale·for Figure, 11. Using the value calculated above 
for the F-center concentration near the.first data point ·at 80 K, the 
energy requited to ci;-eate one,F cent:er in ~nF2 at 80 K is-seen to be 
approximately 6 x 104 eV, At 145 K, the energy to create one F center 
has dropped to neai- 1 x 104 eV. It is Wise to be cautious in attaching 
significance'to_F-,center,production energies at the highe-r temperatures, 
since it: is known for alkali halides and MgF2 alike that small amounts. 
of impurities can markedly a:f;fect; thi1:1 qua"Q.tity at low doses <9 ,lO •17 , 64 ) • ' 
The two anions in.an [F2] center are considerably closer together 
than are two normal lattice ions (l4), Whe.n the self"'.'trapped hole is 
annihilated by an -electron, an electrostatic recombin~tion energy ap-
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proximately equal to the band gal? of ·the material is released, mc;>st of 
which becomes·available to produce recoil of the tw:o anions toward their 
. (14) . 1 h f normal lattice positions · ~ For a given recoi energy, t e ef iciency 
with which these recoiling ions can create stable Frenkel pairs at low· 
temperatures should depend to'a large extent upon the ease with which 
the recoiling ion or atom can slip between its neighbors into an inter..-
stice. This should be dependent in turn upon details of the path re"'.' 
quired to arrive at an interstice; that·is, upon the crystal structure 
of the material. For materials of .the same structure, it should further: 
depend upon the relative crowding of the ions which make up the lattice; 
that is, upon the size of the opening through which the recoiling ion or 
atom must.pass. At finite temperatures, the stability of the Frenkel 
pairs would depend sensitively upon their initial separation, and some 
have felt that a mechanism capable of producing widely separated pairs, 
such as ·the focusing replacement sequence discussed in Chapter I, was 
(ll-13) 
necessary for successful operation of the Pooley mechanism , This 
work, and that on MgF2 already r,ferenced, would seem to show tliat such 
is not· the case in some materials.: M~gnesium fluoride and ZnF 2 possess 
no obvious focusing directions, yet damage photochemically, No obvious 
mechanism exists·to separate the vacancy and its interstitial great dis-
tances; nevertheless, stable damage is found at·low temperatures, One. 
might'expect, therefore, that stable pairs of F centers and interstitials 
having very small separations might be possible in these materials, 
Let us _now consider a more.detailed picture of the radiation damage· 
mecflatiis'.111 in, ZnF 2 , and compare it to ones proposed fo.r MgF 2 by the 
au.tho~s · mentioned above. Figure, 12, taken fr.om reference .17; presents 
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F center ·grc,wth .. curves for irradiation 9f MgF2 by 2 MeV electrons. These 
data are· analogous to. those presented iIJ. Figure 11 for ZnF 2 • From tne · 
figu~e~ it can.be ·seen'that·MgF2 .damages relat:L'vely more.at'both'low. and 
hi81' temperatures than.at·inte:rmediate'ones. IQ. fact, no damage:could 
be produced by these.workers· at 145 Keven af1;:er prolonged irradiat:ion. 
A. relatively simple model has . been. presented. quali ta t:i vely by Sibley and 
Fac~y; and more rigoro'l,lsly by Buck ton and Pooley to explain the observed ·. 
growth.patterns.of·the F center ·in MgF2 •. In Figure, 13 is shown an.ideal-
ized .plot of the potential exist·in!J in ,the MgF 2 lattice ·along a zig. zag 
path passing from interstice.to.interstice. It is apparent from quali""" 
tati'Ve consideration of the figure that three regimes should exist .in 
which the damage process .would dif f,er ~ . At .very low temperatures, such· 
as at•4 K, any dam.age:created would be.stable, since.the teil\perature· 
wo'l,lld not be.sufficiently high to allow an interstitial to return to the 
vacancy. even from the .next-nearest interstice, marked B; At, slightly· 
higher temperatures, hewev~r, cor.r~ated jumps back ii;i.to· the vacancy 
could begin tq occur under the ·influence of the radiation, so that radi-
ation-enhanoec;l,recorlibination would exist during irradiation 1to compete 
with the ,,productic;>n process .• · This would e~pla:in the. observed lower pro-
duc.tioQ. rate of F .. centers at intermediate temperatures. Still no rad.ia-" 
tion diffusion of interstiti.als. over ·.the barrier E3 could take place 
until 'even higher · temperatures were .. reached. When, this· diffusion began· 
to.take place, one weul,.d expect the production rate to once again in--
ci;:ease, S!ince nc;,w many of .the interstitials would be able tQ diffuse 
' . . . . . . 
away from their associa'!=ed vacancies ,before' reconibinatio.n took plac:e ~ 
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Following Buckton and Pooley, we may put these qualitative ideas'on 
a quantitative basis, for MgF 2• One F center is pro,duced for each inter--
stitial made; We shall label an interstitial, existing at any but the 
closest distance from a.vacancy with the symbol S, because it would re-
sult in separated F center and interstitial, An interstitial existing 
at'the closest distance, however, we shall label as P to indicate 'that 
it. is part • of an F center-int.erstitial pair,· even though the experimental · 
(58) 
evidence is that, these ho.th appear as one absorption • , The rate of · 
production of close interstitials, then, would be 
dP 
dt = 
while the rate of production of isolated interstitials or F centers 
would be· 
dS dt • kd PI exp (,-E/kT) , 
(4 .1) 
(4, 2) 
This assumes that no interstitial is produced by.the radiation directly 
into any but•the closest interstice. Herek, k, and kd are the rate. P r 
constants for production, recombination ari.d dissociation, respectively, 
The temperature dependences of kr and'kd have been written explicitly; 
no temperature dependence of kd is assumed, Linear dependences of each 
process upon the radiation intensity, I, is assumed here, The work.of 
Buckton and Pooley indieates that this is a correct assumption, From 
these equations; we obtain 
k 
P = ~ [1,- exp (-Alt)] 
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wher_e A • kr exp (-E/kT) + kd exp (-E/kT) and where the constant · of 
integration has been evaluated from the fact that P = 0 at ta O. Using 
this·. expression for P, we find 
s -
kpIB l ~ {t,·+ ~ [1 - exp (-Ait)]} A, AI. 
in wHich B• kd exp (-E3/kT), and the constant has ·been evaluated using 
the fact that S •Oat ,t • o. The experimental evidence is that both of 
these .centers appea,; as one absorption., 'l;'he observed concentration of F . 
centers, then,would be 
kp B 
F(T) • P + S •-;: {[l - exp (-Ait)] + Bit 7'" A [1 - exp (-Ait)]} (4, 3) 
For MgF2, we assume E2 < E3, and investigate three temperature re-
gimes: T ."' O, T '"' 00 , and an,intermediate regime in which radiation en-
hanced diffusion ,allows 'recombination over the ·bar.rier E2 but not over 
E3, 
Ca&E;L I. Low Temperatures 
Here both'A and B/A"' 0, We tnay ignore the last two terms in.4;3, 
and expat'ld the.exponential, yielcling 
F(O) = k I t p (4 .4) 
Thus, at low temperature, we expect intensity dependent, non saturating 
growth, 
Case·u. HiFjh Tem:petatures 
For this case, .the exponentials of A and B would all.approach unity, 
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At high tetllperatures, the probabilit:y·would be great'that every inter-: 
If ·this· stitialimade woulc;l move away.from its,vacancy so _that kd ... kp. 
obtaine4, the second. term .. would approach zero and .the first. term .would 
bece>me, as at,low temperatui:es, 
F (oo) • k I t p 
Caae III. Intermedia~e TemEeratul:'es . 
(4.5) 
In thb,regime, B/A·~ O_but A. is no .loriger negligible, The-second 
tllro ter111,s of ,(4.3) may.still be neglected; and we·are left with 
kp 
F(III)· •, T [1 - _exp (-Alt),].. (4.6') '. 
In this :range· ot ,.temperature 1 the growth- is intensity .independent,. and 
saturating. · Further, the saturation level would decrease with tempera':"' 
tu:re due to ·th.e exponential ,in the deno;m,inator. These results are al,l 
in qual,itative,agreemen~ witl). those shown in Figure 12. 
, Two·pieces of correlative :information a1;e·presented in references 
17: and 58 wh+ch lend ci;-ed~nce to this model for MgF 2• ·· The· first involves 
annealing behavior of the F-center absorption _in samples itradiat:_ed at 4 · 
K and sub.sequently Wi:1,rmed to room' temperature. Sibley and Face·y ob-
served that the.F·cei;iters completely disappea'L'e4 under such treatment 1 
indicati"Qg that·they were ind.eed .made very.close to their -corresponding 
i.nt.erstitial center •. When. the temperature was raised to values at which 
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one· of the. centers· ... -pre1umably the interstitial--could diffuse easily, 
the.anticenters annihilated; leaving an.undamaged crystal. An apparent 
difference was. observed for ZnF 2, The concen.tration of F centers · 
created, under· irradiation at 15. K remained virtually 1,mchan.ged whE:in, the 
sample: was. warmed to room tempera·ture. A maximum. change of .. perhaps 10% 
in the heig~t of the·S,2 eV band was·observed in,one sample treated in 
th,is'way, and no detectable cha1;1,ge was'observed in.another, The first 
sample still had over ·60% of its ·F centers even after storage for 90 
days in room light~~a treatment ·which could easily have caused optical 
bleaching .of the F centers as opposed to.thermal annealing. 
The·. second coorborative observation was. pre1:1ented by Buckton and 
Pooley who noted that the full width at half maxim.um for the F center in 
MgF 2 was. 'different in crystals irradiat.ed and measured at. 4 K, a11d ·in. 
those irradiated at higher tempero!ltures and'measured at 4K, They attri-
buted th;l.s ·difference in half widths ·.to the. presertce under "the. F band of 
another absorption d~e to F centers'perttirbed by nearby interstitials. 
These centers were presumed not to exist in samples :l,rradia.ted at tem-
peratures whe+e 'such clo.se pairs were .not stable. It may be seen from 
Ta.ble,I that the 5.2 eV band in ZnF2 shows·a similarly anomalou!:! half 
width .of, 1. 34 eV when measured at. 4 K after irradiat:i,on at 15 K. A half-
width measurement'of ·the F center absorption ,at·4 K of-the sample irra._, 
diate.d at .280 K,yielded 1.06 eV-.-a .value in keeping with those found at' 
80 Kand above. Thus, whatever the explanation for the effect noted in 
MgF2 , a·similat; one would. be suggested for ZnF2• It ·might seem diffi-
cult to reconcile .the explanation of.the above.authors with the observed 
llilckof annealing in ZnF2• H no centers anneal between.15 and 300 Kin 
inF 2 , ·it would be hard to imagine that the reduction in half width of· the 
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F band were .. due to. annihilation of any· close pair centers; I~ is true, 
however, that·quite a small absorption loc~ted to-one side of a larger· 
one can significantly alter the apparent half width of-the larger. It 
is possible• then, , that -.a smaJ,.l m,lmber of centers-"-the close. pairs--
could have.disappeared as the-ZnF2 samples i:t:radiated at 15 K werewa.rmed 
without thisi loss being reflected by any gross change in the,peak height 
of-the F·band, 
Exami.nai;ion _ of the F -center growth· curves. for ZnF 2 , Figu:i;e' 11, re~ 
veals that the .simple-picture presented to explain the.damage of MgF2 is· 
somewhat·inadequate·for Znf2, It can explain the essentially nonsatur-
ating behavior of the growth at 15 K, a-q.µ·thl;! saturating growth-at higher 
temperatures. It can even e:ii:plain the abse.nce. of· the highest tempera-
ture cha.rac,teristic growth found for MgF 2 with proper ·choices of tl;l.e 
ratio E:/E3 , It cannot, however, be reconciled to the observation ·that •, 
the growth curve at'80 Kin ZnF2 , while of the nonsaturating type, still 
is higher than the .. 15 K curve. Any recombination at all should lower the.· 
curve for 80 K •. If there were no recombination at all~ the 15 and 80 K 
curves.should be.identical. Moreover, even though the_l45 K curve may 
or may not be of the nG>nsaturating type, it should in no case be above. 
either the 80 K.or the 15 K .curves on this model, 
Several other models have been considered to explain the increasing 
growth'rates observed between 15 and 143 K. A model; for instance, in 
which, the shoulder at A in Figure.13 actually is a potential barrier with 
height E1 such that E1 < E2 < E3 but·for which E1 .is very close to the 
val:ue of E2 retains all of the desired features of the MgF2 model, and 
exhibits four temperature. regimes~ The extra regime is one.which occurs 
between·T =.O and the intermediate case considered earlier. It shows, 
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as needed, an increased growth rate over the.T ··O case, An assumption. 
whiclJ; see111s 'to have.a better physical basis and is far simpler, however, 
is that the rate constant kp fo.i interstitial producUon,in ZnF2 .is tern-. 
perature.dependent--increasing wit4 increasing temperature. The physical 
basis for this·assumption,lies in'the recognition t:hat.ions.in:the ZnF2 
lattice.are·oonsiderably more cramped than·in the MgF2 lattice, Scale 
drawings of ·the various interstitial passages in the MgF2 and ZnF2 
lattices. indicate that, while the interstitial paililages. for each. are of 
comparable size, the ability of these passages. to operl up to allow pas-
sage. of an inte;,stitial ;is vastly different, Those in MgF 2 have consid-
erably more 'ability to enlarge than correspondi.ng ones in ZnF 2 • It is· 
likely, therefo'l;'e, that the ability of a .recoiling anion to force its 
way into an interstice would increase rapidly as the.lattice expanded 
with temperature. Moreover, as the temperature increased, vibrational. 
states might appear with modal 'patterns fav.oring inc.reased interstitial 
channel size a significant po;tion of the time, A similar· effect would 
exist in M;gF 2, but if a .sufficieQ.t channel size already existed, or ·if 
the ions could move. apart. to let the interstitial pass. easily even at 
lQw temperatures, no ma.rked temperature. dependence 'of the damage rate in 
this tempenature range would be observed, 
CHAPTER V 
F 2 ·. CENTERS IN ZnF 2 AND MgF 2 
In this chapter, we shall present: and discuss measu'l;'ements mainly 
of two types:, peak position .and full width at half maximum of the cr 
transition of the ·C2h F 2 center in Zn.F 2 , and. the position of the optical · 
absorption arising from the ,r transition of this same center irt MgF2 and 
ZnF2• The cr transition is that having its.dipole transition moment' 
oriente.d along the lopgi tudin~l · axis of the F 2 center, There are two ,r. 
transitions, perpendicu;l.ar both to each other and to. the longitudinal. 
axis of ·the center •. These transitions were discussed in.more detail in 
Chapter III. 
Zinc ·fluoride sal'(lples used for these experiments were obtained from 
two sources~ Samples A, B, and C were cut from a boule grown by workers 
at the National Bureau of Standards, Washington. The remainder were cut 
from boule 081971 grown by the author at this institution. All specimens 
but ZnF2 C were cut'with·their c axes in the. plane of the sample; speci~ 
men C was cut 'with its c axis pel."pendicul,.ar to. the face of the crystal. 
We shall:i;efer to these as c11 and c1 crystals, respectively, The faces 
of all samples but C were (110) to within about 4° of arc; the face of 
sample C was.necessarily (001), The F2 centers studied were obtained by 
a two step process,· First, a saturation level of F centers was intro-
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duced into the crystal cy irradiation at room temperature with 2 MeV 
electrons in the. Van,de Graaff accelerato~ used fqr the radiation damage 
work. F2 centers·were then introduced by bleaching the irradiatetl crys-
tals for periods up to 24 houl;'s with 254 nm light which is in the F-band· 
region of the spectrum. Such treatment causes formation of.F2 centers 
in both the alkali halides and'MgF2 (l,lS, 65 ,66 ). The bleaching light 
was derived ·from a 250 W Hanovia mercury lamp focused with silica lenses 
through a .Bausch and Lomb. half-met.er monechrometer, Because the F 2 
centers. in ZnF 2 . and MgF2 are .oriente<i in unique directions ·by the very 
nature of their lattice structure, as shown in: Figure 1, it was ··not 
necessary to bleach with polarized light, 
Optical measurements on the F 2 centers in c 11 samples were made in a · 
Cary model 14 spec;.trophotometer·having Polaroid type HNP'B unsupported 
ultraviolet polarizers in both the sample and reference beams. These 
polarizers could be.oriented to place the transmission direction for the 
electtic vector of the .incident light along any desired crystallographic: 
direction of.the crystal being studied, All spectra presented in.this· 
chapter have had the intrinsic absorption .of these polarizers removed by 
subtractio~. No polarizers were necessary for spectra of cl samples, 
Two C<i>ntrolled-temperature systems were used during the course of 
these measurements. Those.data presented for.sample A were obtained with 
the·sample.mounted in a Sulfrian variable-temperature cryostat similar 
to the •fixed point ones used .for the radiation damage studies of Chapter 
IV, : The variable temperature unit merely employed a high-impedance heat 
path between'the cryogenic·fluid and·the sample.· By balancing the heat' 
input from a.sma+l electric heater against the removal of heat by the 
cold fluid, sample temperatures between 7 and 300 K could be obtained, 
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Some ,data: pc;>ints ·were obtained by placing hot water in the .inner aha111ber · 
of thh ·cryostat i Fqr th~ data .. ~res.ented · for sample C; a ·Di111plex cry<;>-
genic refrigerator, man1,1factured by Air Product;:·s · ~mi phe1n;ic~la, Ina,, was 
used. With .this. un:tt •. temperature, between perha:ps 15. K ancl.. room tern~ 
perature. cc;>uld, be obtained and 'hel,.d accu1rately. for long periods · of , time •J 
Tempetat'1res. in both uq.its were. measured with, therl!lq,co1,1ples aonfilisting 
of n,umli>er 36 gauge gold:O. 7 atomic .. percent iron versus Chr~mel P wire~ 
For tl:ie-;luminesaence. studies reported, light, from a PBK, Inc,, 75 
W shQrt..-arc X~nen,.lamp was· rendel;'ed monoch,:-6matic :bY a Spex Industries,· 
Inc,, one..-quarter :metet ~onochrometer·ancl chopped at 1 450 itz,, The 
emission spec.tr.a ··reE1ulti:ng when this exciting light was allowed to. fall 
0 . 
a~ 45. on tb.e faf.'.e of ,.a cryatal were analyzed .wi1t,.h .. a Jarrell":'Ash 1 meter·. 
Czerney-Turi:iey monochr~mator an<:1, · detected with an ·R~A c-.31034 multipl,iar , 
phototu'be.operat;:ed ·at,800 v·at ,room'temperature, The-output fr,om th.is 
photot;:ube:was c9nditioned ·by.a Keithley.Mode1·427 current amplifier artd 
synchronously. deteate~ in quadra.ture by a. Keithley model,. 8,40 -lock':"in 
amplifier, The detected.luminescence intensity was displayed against 
wavele1;1gth on a. Mc;>sel,.ey model .. 2D X-Y: recorder, Absolute calibration of 
tl:te ·Xenon l.amp was ·accomplished·by S. I, Yun against·a staric;lard· lamp 
(67) }:laving ca.librat;:ion.trac~abl~ to the ·National Bureau,of Standards · , 
Figure 14. prese,;i.ts the spectrum at 80 K. _of· specimen '.A after the 
irradiation and bleaching described abc;>ve,. Absorptions of the untreated 
crysta+, anczl .. pol~i::izers · have been· remove<;!, The optical .absc,,rption coef f 1.,.. 
cient~ in cm':"\· is plotted ag.ainst 'the enei::gy of the, incident photon for 
the .. polai::izers 'or;l.ented to place, the .. electric vectoi-; e:, of the light 
along the c,axis .(e:flc) and perpendic~lar to the c axis (e:ic) of ,the 
c;ystali 0rientatiQns inteTmediate to these yielded less anisotropy of 
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the 4.1 eV band, and revealed no absorptions not shown. The two peaks at 
5.2 and 6.1 eV are.clearly evident, as is the previously mentioned struc~ 
ture in the same region. The most.striking new feature of the spectra 
is th!;! highly anisotropic 'band with peak at 4.1 eV, and the isotropic 
absorption band with peak near 3.5 eV. This latter band shows no ·ani~ 
sotropy at any measurement temperature regardless of polarizer orienta~ 
tion. The 4.1 ·,eV band must arise from a.center whose transition moment 
is oriente4 perpendicular to the c axis of the frystalo Figure 15 shows 
analogous information for CJ. ZnF2 sam,ple.C at 80 K. No large anisotropy 
of-the 4.1 or 3.5 eV absorptions wa1;1 found for this sample. 
Figure 16 pictures the room-temperatures absorption spectrum of 
MgF2 which ha1;1 been similarly irradiated and bleaqhed. This sample was· 
obtained from the Harshaw Chemical Company for the studies of reference 
65! It had previously been·irradiated as described, and was bleached 
for this stu<lyo Again, spectra are shown.for the cases in which the i;: 
vector of the exciting light is oriented both. parallel and perpendicular . 
to the c axis of ,the crystali The band with peak near 3,1 eV is totally 
isotropic and has been ident:i,.fied as arising from the F2 center having 
(66 68) 
c1 syimnetry, sh~Yln in Figure 1 ' • The anisotropic absorption band 
with.peak near.3.3 eV has·similarly been identified as arising from the 
c2h F 2 . center by these same workers. The n2h F 2 center in this mate.rial 
appears.only after prolonged ·bleaching, and· is shown·as a small hump at 
4.2 eV on the ·plot of Figure 16. 
In direct analogy to MgF 2 , we can. make the following tenta.tive 
assignments: the anisotropic band in ZnF2 at 4.1 eV evidently belongs 
to the cr transition of the C2h F2 center, and the isotropic.band at 3.5 
eV most likely arises from the cl F2 center. The 4.1 eV'batid'.was 
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assigned to the c2h center rather than the n2h center because the latter 
does not appear in MgF2 until the c2h absorption has reached nearly its 
maximum growth, By continued analogy, therefore, the n2h center is 
assumed not to have.been made at the bleaching times used.for the ZnF2 
studies. Other than this, there is,no basis for the choice of one over 
tne other, since they would have identical anisotropies iti. crystals cut· 
as the ones in this study. 
It might seem possible to differentiate between these two centers 
by a careful examination of the polarization dependence of the absorp-
tion of ZnF2 sample C, cut with .its c axis perpendicular to the face of 
the sample, One might expect to obtain a four-lobed polarization pattern 
for either.center, but with the lobes pointing in different sets of di-
rections'for each, In reality, instead of a biaxial four-lobed pattern, 
a uniaxial.two-lobed pattern oriented along a particular [110] axis was 
observed. Moreover, when a spectrum taken with the light oriented along 
a [110] axis was subtracted from one taken with light oriented along a. 
[110] axis, the result was as shown in Figure 17. Not only is the aniso-
tropic c2h F2 center present, but also the normally isotropic bands at• 
6,1, 5.2, and 3,5 eV. Moreoyer, each of these four bands appears in the 
figure with approximately 10% of the height it had in either spectrum 
alone •. Because this sample showed considerable strain when later exam-
ined between crossed polarizers, it is thought that this effect most 
likely arises from a residual [110] uniaxial stress in the sample rather· 
than from any innate polarization of the centers involved. The shoulder 
appearing near 4.7 eV will later be associated with then transition of 
the c2h F2 center, It is significant that it apparently reacts to stress 
oppositely to the cr transition at 4.1 eV, 
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Let us now consider the behavior of the 4.1 eV band with tempera-
ture. In Figure 18, the full widths at half maximum for this band in 
sample A are shown as a function of the square root of the absolute tem-
perature. This method of presentation was discussed in Chapter III. 
The curve is the function H(O)[coth (hv/2kT)]~, with H(O) a 0.41 eV, 
and v .. 5.7 x 1012 Hz. The data presented in the figure· were read from 
curves obtained by subtracting the Elle from the E!c spectra at each par-
ticular temperature. In Figure 19, the peak position of the 4.1 eV ab-
sorption in sample A is presented as'a function of temperature. The-
peak of the absorption sh.if ts toward higher energies as the temperature 
of the sample .is increased. The full width.at half'maximum for the c2h 
absorption in sample C is displayed in Figure 20 as a function of tem-
perature. -1 2 Here coth [H(T)/H(O)] is plotted against the reciprocal.of 
the absolute temperature. Again, the rationale for this type of plot 
was discussed earlier. The value of H(O) which g~ve the best straight 
line for these data·was 0.41 eV, The slope of the resulting line, then 
gave a.value for v of 5.8 x 1012 Hz, These are in excellent·agreement 
with the independent values obtained above for sample A. In MgF2, these 
12 (65) quantities are .0.19 eV and 8.5 x 10 Hz • The spectra obtained for 
sample C could not be treated in exactly the same.way as those for sample 
A to obtain the required half widths. For a c~. sample, there is no 
anisotropic.behavior to reveal the true shape of the c2h absorption. In 
this case, the·known optical absorption of the F center alone must be 
subtracted from the spectra after suitable normalization, leaving the 
desired F2 absorption. 
Relying once more on information developed in Chapter III, we can 
now calculate the Huang-Rhys factor ·of the c2h F2 center in ZnF2• The 
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v~lue found, approximately 53, is far above the maximum value .at which 
one would expect to find a no-phonon absorption line associated with 
this center, A high resolution scan of the appropriate sample orient.a-
tion and wavelength range was made for sample A at 4 K. No zero-phonon. 
lines were found~ From the relation developed earlier for the .stokes 
shift expe,cted on this s:i,mple model, we would expect 'a luminescence 
associated with the cr transition of the c2h center irt ZnF2 at about·l.55 
eV (800 nm). Samples cQntaining c2h F2 centers were excited at room 
temperature with 4.1 .eV light, and the spectral region.froml.4 to 3.1 
eV was seat:'cned. No luminescence bartds were found. Excitation at 5.2 
eV~ in the F absorption, gave similarly negative results. It is quite 
possible that this luminescence is.thermally quenched at·room'tempera-
ture. A luminescence.band associated with this ·center in MgF2 has been 
stud.ied .by Facey and Sibley (3 , 4), It is vet:y near the location pre..-
dieted for it on·the basis of the simple configuration coordinate model 
utilized by them. 
We discussed in Chapter III the similarity of the F center to the 
classic particle in a box, This is the bas:ls for the well,-known Mollwo,-
Ivey relation between the peak positions of the F absorption bands and 
the .lattice constant(30, 3l, 3~). The peak position of the F band in the 
various alkali halides is·rather well predicted by this relation(l), 
and· even the transitions of the F 2 ce.nters ·1n these materials are found 
to follow a similar law(l, 57),. Because the F centers in any material 
are. somewhat like those in the alkali halides, it might be expected that 
these centers in many crystals would-follow a similar relation, The 
peak positions of the F, c2h_F2 , and c1 ,F2 centers at room temperature 
are, respecti\Tely, 4.8, 3.4, and 3.1 eV in MgF2, and 5.2, 4.1, and 3.5 
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eV in ZnF2• Zinc fluoride has the larger lattice constants<69 ) (a• 
4.703, c • 3.134 A for ZnF2 ; a• 4.623 and c • 3.052 A for MgF2), but 
its principal color-center bands lie uniformly at higher energies--a re-
sult not predicted by the Mollwo-Ivey relation. The answer to this con-
tradiction lies most likely in the effects of ion size and consequent 
lattice effects discussed by Wood(3S) and by Hays and Stoneham(70). 
(Reference to Figure 1 may be helpful in what follows.) The normally 
2+ 2+ -
accepted radii of Mg , Zn and F are, in order, 0.65, 0,74, and 1.36 
A(7l). The (110) diagonal distance across the unit cell on a (100) face 
in MgF2 is 6.66 A for ZnF2 and 6,54 A for MgF2• Adding the appropriate 
ionic diameters, one obtains a value for the space along this diagonal 
which the ions would take up if they were free to do so. For ZnF2 , this 
space is 6.92 A and for MgF2, 6.74 A. The ions in ZnF2 would take up 4% 
more space than is available, if they were free to do so, and those in 
MgF2 only 3% more. Because of the steeply rising shape of the inter-
atomic potential for small internuclear separations, this difference is 
significant. Thus, the F and F2 centers in MgF2 are already contained 
in smaller volumes than the simple Mollwo-Ivey relation assumes; those 
in ZnF2 are even more restricted, in contrast to the expectation based 
solely upon a comparison of their lattice constants. 
This crowding of the ions in the lattice may explain the lack of 
the expected biaxial polarization pattern for the c2h F2 center in c1 
crystals of ZnF2• Study of a three-dimensional model of this lattice 
reveals that relaxation of the remaining lattice ions into the vacancies 
forming the center may force this center to reorient into one of several 
energetically equivalent but orientationally inequivalent directions, 
As a result of such reorientation, the expected biaxial pattern simply 
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would not exist. Biaxial symmetry is not found in similarly cut crys-
tals of MgF2 , either. Another observation which may also be understood 
from these considerations is the.shift toward lower energies of the peak 
position of the c2h F 2 absorp.tion with decreasing temperature, On the 
simple Mollwo-Ivey model, one would expect the absorption energies of a 
band to move toward higher energies as the lattice contracted, Again·, 
reference to F:f;.g1,.1re 1 reveals that;:, for this particular center, the 
inter-vacancy distance, which affects the energy of the cr·transition, 
could easily increase as.the lattice ions.contracted around it. That is, 
as the lattice atoms moved closer together, the vacancies would be forced 
to reorient'and separate slightly, lowering the energy of the cr transi-. 
tion, There is no reason to expect that the ,r transition of this center 
or the F transition would be affected in this way. These.latter two 
transitions, which ate.basically similar in nature, should depend direct-. 
ly on.the volume available to each vacancy. The cr transition of the c2h 
center should be relatively insensitive to this quarttity. Reference to 
Table I of Chapter IV indicates that the 5.2 eV F absorption indeed 
moves toward higher energies with decreasing temperatures. Evidence 
that the same behavior exists for the 'TT transition of the c2h F2 center. 
in ZnF2 is presented below. 
The 'TT Transition of .the c2h F2 Center ·in MgF2 
The MgF 2 crystal empl<?yed in .. this· work was a. c11 specimen originally 
obtained from the Harshaw Chemic.al Company. It was used for the.work 
descl;'ibed in references 65 and 66, and had been irradiated at room tem-
perature with 2 MeV electrons to an unspecified dose. The only absorp-
tions detectable at room temperature in the as received crystal were a 
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large F band at about 4.7 eV and a very small c2h F2 band near 3.4 eV. 
To·obtain the.1T transition of the latter center, the crystal was bleached 
in steps at room temperature using the same procedures and equipment de-
scribed earlier, After each bleach; the E:llc.and E:,Lc optical absorption 
spectra were measured.· Under such treatment, the F absorption decreases. 
very little in.successive bleaches, while the F2 band increases·markedly, 
By subtracting the e;pectrum of the unbleached sample'from.the E:llc spectra 
obtained after suceessive bleaches, a difference curve was obtained which 
showed those bands•which grew or diminished greatly as a result of 
bleachi-ng. This difference spectrum is shown in Figure 21. The curves. 
labeled 2-5 are the difference spectra taken after the 2nd, 3rd, ... 
bleachesi It can be seen that.a band with peak position near 267 nm 
(4. 64 eV) grows in as· the sample , is ·bleached, The slight depression at 
shorter wavelengths ·arises from that part of the decrease of the F band 
not compensated by growth of the 4.64 eV band. When this effect is 
taken into account, the actual peak of the 4.64 eV band is found~to be 
closer, to 4. 70 eV. Figure. 22 · shows the rel.ation between. growth of the 
4.7 eV absorption it). the·E:tlC spectrum with the corresponding growth.of· 
the cr-transition of the c2h F2 center at 3.4 eV in the E:lc spectrum. It 
is ,a linea,r'relation with a slope of appro!Ximately 0.72. Thus, it is 
reasonable to conclude that the._barld at ·4,7 eV belongs to the 1T transi.:.. 
tion of the c2h F 2 center. The relative oscillator strengths for the·• 
two transitions·should pe·given by the.ratios of the areas of·the t\to 
absorptions. According to Smakula 1s equation, introduced in C,hapter IV, 
this ratio,sh6uld in,turn,be equal to the ratio of the products'of peak 
height and half_ widt.h for each band. Presence of the small F contribu-
tion in.Figure 22 makes it difficult to obtainan accurate value for the 
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half width of the 4.7 eV band. Taking a value of 0.6 eV for this quan-
tity, and the value of 0,24 eV measured by Facey and Sibley for the 3.4 
eV band, the oscillator strength for the 7T transition is·· found to be 
approximately twice that of the a, This .does not a;ise from the fact 
that there are two en(;l.rgetically degenerate 7T transit.ions for the F 2 
center,. The light used to obtain.c:Hc.spectra only samples one of these 
transitions, due to the geometry of the centers in the lattice. This 
can.be·seen with the aid of·Figure 1. Moreover, examination of this· 
figure leads one to expect that the two 7T transitions proba.oly are not 
energetically degenerate, and occur at different energies in these mater-
ials j.ust as in.alkali halides. 
Identification ·of .. the absorption at 4 ,7 · eV is ·made· even more posi.:. 
tive by the data.shown in Figure 23, The figure presents the excitation 
spectrum of.the 2,95 eV luminescence associated with the a transition of 
(6·5.) the c2h F2 center · ~ To obtain this spectrutn, the intensity of the 
2,95 eV emission was monitored while the e:icciting source was swept over. 
the range.2,-6 eV, The spectrum presented has been corrected for the 
variation of-the intensity of the exciting source with e"Q.ergy. · No self-
absorption corrections were necessary'because the exciting light was 
incident .. on the front ·.face of the sampl,.e, Both the expected peak at the · 
energy of· the a transition .and one other peaking at 4, 73 eV are found-. 
This la:t:ter peak is undoubtedly the absorption found above .at 4., 70 eV, . 
Presence of this·higher-energy peak in the.excitation spectrum for the 
luminescence associated with the a-polarized absorption indicates that· 
there is considerable mixing of the wavefunctions for the two.excited 
states. The mixing may·not be quite as great: as could be infer.red from 
the figure, however, for the absorption oscillator. strength of the 4, 7 
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eV peak is larger than that of the other by a factor of two, and both 1r 
transitions were possibly excited in this measurement.· Even with these 
corrections, about half of the energy absorbed by the1r transition ap-
pears as emission from thecr transition, 
Other Transitions of F2 Centers 
As the optical bleaching treatment just described for MgF2 was.con-
tinued · pai;;t · spec tr\,llll 5, the last one included · in Fig.ure 21, the D 2h F 2 
center at 4.2·ev began to become significant in the e:nc absorption 
spectrun;i. This made the subtractions to obtain the.height'of.the 4.7· 
eV absorption difficult. This sam~ effect, however, allowed a determin-
ation of the approximate position of the 1T transition for the D2h F2 
center in MgF2• Figure, 24 shows·two second difference curves. The 
solid curve was obtained by subtracting difference curve 5 of Figure 21 
from one which was the difference between spectra obtained after bleaches 
9 and 6: the,dotted curve is a ,similar reduction obtained by subtracting 
curve 3 of Figure 21 from the difference curve of bleaches 8 and 5. This 
plot, then.- yields an indication of any absorptions appearing in'the 
later stages of· blea~hing which .were not present' in earli.er stages. It 
is ·apparent that there is an absorption peaking about 5,1 eV. Associa-
tion of this absorption with tllat of the .. 1T transition of the n2h center 
is made only as a plausible suggestion, because the.second difference. 
curves were not of suff~cient .. accuracy to · allow a correlation plot for 
this ·band similar to that shown in Figure 22 for the c2h center. 
When ZnF2 sample c, ·a c.! specimen, was bleached to obtain c2h F2 
centers _for the temperature dependence studies reported above- a new 
band -which had·not been notic~d in cit specimens was observed near 4.7 
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eV, This band is evident in Figure 15. A subsequent search for it in 
spectra taken on en specimens revealed that it was present only in e:nc 
spectra and not present in any spectrum not containing c2h F2 centers. 
Because of. these facts, and because it occurs in. the prop·er energy range, 
it. is sugg1asted that this band arises from the ,r transitd,on of the c2h 
F2 center, At ;SQ K, the peak position of this band has shifted to 4,86 
eV, and at 10 K, it falls at 4.96 eV. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
. 
Summary 
A Bridgman crystal growth apparatus capable of achieving tempera-
tures high enough to grow any of the alkaline earth fluorides has:been 
constructed. It has been used to grow ZnF2· single crystals from which· 
optical quaJ.:ity specimens were,cut for the experiments described in this· 
work. 
The absorption spectra result;l.ng from bombardment'of ZnF2 by 2 MeV 
electrons has been'measured for :ttradiation temperatures from 15 to 370 
K. The major bande resulting f,:om such.treatment peak near 3.5, 5.2 anci 
6.l eV. Growth characterhtics and region of thermal stability of the 
3.S·eV band are those·which .often ate.associated with the [F2] center--a 
hole self trapped on,two adjacent anions. The 5.2 and 6.1 eV absorptions 
were found.to·haye·dmilar growth .character;L~tics at the tell'lpe:i;atures 
used. The 5.2 eV absorption was tentatively identified as arising from 
the F center, but no serious changes would have to b~ made.in.any inter-
• 
pretat:lons given.if future research proves this assignment'to be in.,. 
correct. This material,. was.found to damage by a photolytic process;· 
kn,ock .... on·type damage was shown,to play a minor.role •. Detailed damage 
mechanisms in MgF 2 were discussed, using a model recently .. proposed by 
Pooley which exp;I.ains the observed features of the F ·cen.ter. growth curves .. 
at•te~peratures between 4 ·and 300 K. It was concluded that the model 
lH! 
proposed for MgF2, while useful for ZnF2 cannot e~pla:Ln the observed 
growth character:Letics of the 5,2 or 6,1 eV bands in the temperature 
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range between 15 and 150 K. Two modifications of the MgF2 process which 
could account for the observed behavior were discussed. One model in 
which the probabil;lty of a lattice anion reaching an interst:Lce is·tem-
perature dependent, was suggested as the simpler and more physically 
probable, 
When ii-rad:l.1;1.ted MgF 2 is bleached with light· having an energy in its · 
F .. band region, a.set of new color centers is ·generated which have pre-
viously been positivel.y identified a,·belong:Lng, to one of several F2 
type cl;lnters, When certain :Lrrad:Latad crystals of ZnF2 were similarly 
treated; a set of absorption bands appeared which had a d:Lrect cortes .. 
pondence·to those found :Ln.MgF2, These bands in ZnF2 were tentatively 
identified by analogy with those having similar symmetries and peak 
enei;-gies in MgF 2, · The a and 11' transitions of the. c2h F 2 center in ZnF 2 
were found to fall at 4.1 and 4.7 eV, respectively. From the variation 
of the.half width of the cr transition, the effective frequency of the 
lattice mode most strongly coupled to this center was measured asap-
12 proximately 5,8 x lQ Hz at zero K. The full width at half maximum was 
foupd to be'0.41 eV. The-Huang-Rhys factor computed from.these values 
was 53--too high for an observable.zero ... phonon line, The peak position 
of this band was found to vary anomalously with temperature. A possible 
explanation for this phenomenon, utilizing the fact that the ions in the 
ZnF2 lattice aJ:'e.relatively crowded, wasoffered. The 1r transition of 
the MgF2 c2h F2 center was obtained by an analysis of polarized absorp--
tion data, The.energy of the 11"·transit1on was measured as 4.70 eV at 
300 Ki An excitation spectrum taken 1,1sing the known luminescence band 
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from this center verified the assignment of the absorption band found. 
Suggestions for Further Work 
Although the band appearing under electron bombardment at low tem-
peratures was suggested to be.the (F2] center, it is imperative that a 
positive identification be made for two. reasons._ First, · no similar ab".9 · 
sorption has been found for MgF2 irradiated at any temperature. To 
discover which ones of the· .. poss:1-ble .. forms for this center in the rutile 
lattice aatual!y exist is of interest in its own right. This center is 
of primary importance in the radiolysis process, however, and ZnF2 shows 
marked differences·in.its damage characteristics fromMgF 2 in the region 
around the. temperature where this center apparently .becomes unstable. · 
It seems even more important, then, that ·the identity of the 3.5 eV band 
be investigated before more detailed work is done on the radiation dam-
age: proces9es in Z.nF 2• 
In the same vein, it seems wise, perhaps using ENDOR or Faraday 
rotation measurements, to positively identify the abso.rption at'ising 
from the F center in ZnF2 before attempting to further elucidate the 
damage·mechanism in this material. Because one.inherently expects very 
close·F center/interstitial pairs to occur in.this lattice, it also 
seems necessary to establish the identity of the 6.l·ev band-.. or of 
whichever of t;he pair of bands at 5. 2 and 6 .1 eV is ·.not the F center. 
If ·this band.proved to.be.the perturbed .F center, then.the origin of the 
observed ·broadening of the 5.2 eV band in ZnF2 and of the F band in MgF2 
would.have to be carefully investigated.. A search should be made for 
the.corresponding high energy band in MgF2 at photon energies beyond 
those. employed so ·far. · 
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The radiation damage process in these two materials is.an intrigu-
ing problem, and should be investigated in some detail. As a next .step 
after identification of the optical absorption bands, the damage at tem-
peratures above about 500 K should be examined, If the suggestion made 
by Pooley for the damage mechanism in MgF2 has applicability to ZnF2, 
the damage rate.should again increase in this temperature regime• If it 
did not, then at the very least, a modified form of the,MgF2 high tem-
perature damage process would have'to be sought, 
While attempting to produce F2 centers in ZnF2 samples by bleaching, 
it was found that'none could be made in the crystals grown at this in-
stitution, Only in the Bureau of Standards ZnF2 crystals could such 
centers be produced, These latter crystals were known to contain per-
haps 200 µg/g Mn, but nothing was known about their impurity content 
othexwise, Starting material of the highest available purity was used 
for the locally grown crystals. For this reason, it is possible that 
the centers actually made in the crystals studied were of the F2A or F2Z 
type rather than isolated F2 centers. If this is so, the F2A or F2Z 
centers inthese·crystals·exhibit the same·polarization properties as 
isolated F2 centers; If, on the other hand, the centers studied were 
indeed .of pure F2 type, then orie must explain why they could not be pro-
duced in what are assumed to be considerably purer crystals. From such 
studies in,alkali'hal,ides, ideas of the stabilities and mobilities of 
color centers not possessing optical absorptions have been gained. A 
similar benefit could.be reaped.from careful bleaching experiments in 
these ZnF2 crystals. Concurrent with these studies, a search for the 
n2h F2 center in ZnF2 and for higher7aggregate centers in both ZnF2 and. 
MgF2 should pe made. 
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A search was made for t;:he luminescence band associated with the c2h 
F2 crtransition in, ZnF2• None was fou.nd at room temperature. A begin-
ning configuration-coordinate diagram for this center could be estab-
lished if the energy of this· luminescence .. could be determined and its 
width.measured as a function of temperature. Therefore, a search for 
th.is emission should be conducte.d at lower. temperatures. 
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